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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY Sports/23 
Women's 
soccer beats 
Ya. Tech, 3-0, 
and looks to Its 





by Paula B. Finkelstein--
assi.Hallf llt'IV.\ editor 
After almost three week~ of an 
investigation. Harnsonburg pollee 
have not named any su,pects in the 
He would not comment on what, if 
anythi ng. was found dunng the 
~earches. Claytor would not prov1de 
a phys1cal description of S1mmon<~. 
who is black. 
Wunesses reportedly saw 
hooung deaths ol two JMU students. 
They have, however, obtatned search 
warrnnts and focu'iCd aucntion on one 
individual 
Brent K S1mmon,, 2:\. of Carl"le, 
Pa., ha.'> not been arre~ted or charged 
with the double hom1c1de of Ann M 
Olson, 25, and Keith J. O'Connell , 
23. He has, however, been the focus 
of police tnve,tigatlon,, occordtng to 
Lt. Don Claytor ol Harrhonburg 
Pol1ce Department 
O'Connell argwng with a black male 
1n front of his apartment about 2:30 
a.m. <Xt. 12. the day of t~ kilhngs, 
according to Claytor He also said 
another witne<;s reportedly saw a 
black male near Spanky' ~ 
Delicatcssan between 1·2 a.m. 
This person ·also sa1d a group of 
college-age people was seen near 
Spnnky's in a maroon vehicle with a 
JMU sticker Police are asking 
anyone in the vehicle to conmct them 
S1mmons, a May JM U grnduare, 1s 
Olson's former boyfriend. 
Claytor said although Sunmons 
has not been charged, '' I would 
certainly say he has not been 
eliminated a<~ a \Uspect " However, 
HPD IS "!illll runntng down a number 
of lends " Claytor would not say if 
police have other lead-. or suspec.K 
Fnends found Olso'\ and 
O'Connell -tlead Oct. '12 1n 
O'Connell's apartment nt 230 N. 
lhgh St. and called police ut 5:05 
p.m. Both Obon and O'Connell were 
shot twice in the head. DANIELLE LABRIFJcontributmg photugrophtr 
Police f1lcd warrants and 
co nducted \earches Frtday and 
Saturday on S1mmons ' s per~on . 
veh1cle and residence. Claytor said. 
There were no signs of forced 
entry or a struggle at the apartment, 
which led police to believe one or 
both vict ims knew the assailant. 
Claytor confirmed. 
Boo! 
Junior biology major Zach Hess and sophomore marketlnC major Kevork Garmlrian scare 
visitors at the Cathotlc Campus Ministry's haunted house Saturday night. 
see POUCE page 2 
Mock election on commons 
'elects' Dole next president 
by Mitzi O'Rear 
senior writu 
The results from the presidential election won't be 
available untillatt TueWy night. but the results from JMU'~ 
mock election Monday named GOP pre.sidentiaJ candidate 
Bob Dole winner. 
The Student Government Association held the election on 
the commons, with 701 students taking advantage of their 
right to vote. 
Students chose among five candidates, including 
Libertarian and Green Party candidates. Dole received the 
highe" percentqe of votes. 64 pm:ent. Bill Clinton came in 
second at 30 percent of the VOleS. 
Independent candidate Ross Perot received 3 percent, or 
24 votes. with Libertarian candidate Harry Brown and Green 
Party candidate Ralph Nader only receiving I pen:ent and 2 
percent. ~pedively. 
The election results show that more freshmen voted than 
upperclassmen and accounted for 38 percent of the total 
number of votes. Sophomores came in second at 25 percent. 
1be number of votes were equally split between men and 
women. 
Senior Maggie Ellis, chairperson for the Legislative 
Action Committee of the SGA. said although the results are 
only representative of a small portion of campus, she was 
"happy with the turnout. It shows people are aware of the 
issues. 
"l think we're educated in the sense thai 701 people voted, 
but not in the sense that there are 12,000 students that couJd 
have,'' she added. 
Regardleu of the smal~ number of partici~ts. the mock 
election showed a strong VIctOry for those back.mg Dole. 
Ellis said this may have been due in part to the efforts of 
members of the College Republicans. who took. advantqe of 
the mock election to campaign on the commons Monday. 
see B.ECTION page 2 
·Students debate politics on Quad 
ORL sponsors program to educate student voters before election 
-- b Juf Filz - label of apathy that has been placed on "I find it very ironic that Ro~s Perot 
Y. ~a . them. had no representation," Jay Sull1van, 
conmbutmg Wflltr "For the past 30 years, college students freshman, said .. People vote for the 
Educnltng student voter:. and erns1ng have been the driving force of political winner. They don't vote lhetr consc1enc~. 
the stigma of Generation X was the focus and soc1al movements in this country. Ross Perot had actual proof of h1s 
of laM night's political debate, held on the This election is sy mbolic o f every economic ideas in action.'' 
steps of Wilson Hall. campus's fight to shed the cop-out cloak Although the Libertarian Party hall not 
About 70 students attended the debate, of Generation x. received the press garnered by 1he two 
which featured speakers representing the "We are n movement. By our actions, major parties, it has a loyal follower In 
two major ponies ond the Libertwran . we can be the cataly!>t or change. By our Brod. 
Party. tnaction, we betray a trust. We don't want "I already have (voted for the 
The Ortice of Residence L1fe and the to be remembered as the first lost Libertarian Party).'' said Brod. who ha~ 
hall council\ of Bell and McGraw-Long generation of the 21\t century.'' been invplved ~tt.h the Libertati.nn Party 
halh spon,ored the debat~. which wa<othe Hale moderated the event, which for five years. L1bertanan belteve that 
br •.un-child of wphomoru Chris Neff and included questions about the economy. as long as what you're doiog doe~n't 
Daniel Hale. reo;ident adv1 sers in aboruon, the Defense of Marriage Act, physically harm someone else or thc1r 
McGrnw· Lo ng and Bell halls, violence in America and the war on property, it' s none of the government's 
respectively. drugs. business. 
Last mght's debate was the second Hale and Neff selected the "Libertarians believe in a high degree 
part of a program that began on Oct. 7 as participating debaters Freshman Jake of freedom. That should be the 
a political forum between re idents of Castellaw, a resident of McGraw-Long, government's only role, to protect us 
Bell and McGraw-Long halls Neff and and sophomore Jamie Gregorian, who from physical harm." 
Hale worked with JMU' s Events and became involved when Neff requested Before the event, Marx sa1d he was 
Conferences department for more than a volunteers at a Young Democrats looking forward to a friendly debate. 
month to secure permission to use the meeting, spoke fort~ Democratic Party. . "Gene~ally •. !he people who are 
steps of Wilson Hall for the debate and Junior Brandon Brod, Bell Hall Interested 10 pohucs know each other, o 
open it to the entire campus. director, spoke for the Libertarian Patty, you have that common bond even 1f you 
"This is a spcc1al event," Neff said. and junior Jason Redding and senior Greg don't agree on the issues," he said. 
" Dan and I felt it essential that the Marx, members of the College Reaction to the debate was favorable . 
campus be well informed. We felt it Republicans of which Neff is also a •'!liked the Libertarian guy," freshman 
important to make the election year member, represented the Republican Carrie Brieg said ... He did really well. He 
unique. even if the candidates weren't. Party. supported his views, even though not too 
"It's the place of every university to The representative for the Green Party, many people lrnow anything about his 
make its mark in American politics, and originally slated to partiCipate, backed out party. I think he gave a breath of fre h air 
this was our contribution to an event that of the debate Tuesday night. to t~ debate." 
only happens every four years." Due to a lack of student interest in Graduate student Sosanya Jones said. 
In his opemng speech, Neff addressed representing the pany, the Refonn party 
the goal of college students to erase the was not represented. 
see DEBATE page 2 
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continued from page 1 
Olson had filed charges against 
Simmons July 8 for alleged as ault 
and battery - she reponed he threw 
her down tw1ce July 3 and that he 
threatened O'Connell. 
Ol~on also filed charges against 
Simmon<; for property damage. 
S1mmons admitted to throw1ng a 
rock through a wmdow of Olson's 
vehicle, accord.ng to Harnsonburg 
court records. 
Olson later dropped all charges. 
Police are in contact with John 
O'Connell, Kellh O'Connell's father. 
John O'Connell made a plea Monday 
for anyone who has .nformnt1on on 
the ~ase or knows who killed hil> son 
and Olson to contact Harrisonburg 
police. Claytor said. 
The Olson and O'Connell familie~ 
will offer a $10,000 reward to 
anyone who can offer information 
leading to the ind ictment and 
conviction of the killer 
Warren Hall celebrates 25 years 
by Mtme McKee 
contributing writtr , _____ ...._..;;-.,;..;... 
Warren Hall . the hub of campus acuvity. will 
celebrate ats 25th annivtr;ary the week of Nov. 4. . 
Memorabilia and arch1ves will be dl!>played 10 the 
lobby on the th1rd floor dunng the week. The displays 
wi ll include information about Percy Warren. who 
served a!> the first dean of Mnd1son College under 
President G. Tyler M1ller and after whom th~ building 
wal> named, original design plans for the bu1ldmg and 
photographs and memorabtha collected from former 
employees and staff. 
"The focu~ of the celebration is on what an 1mpact the 
bu1lding has had on the community a11d on honoring the 
building's services," David Barnes. manager of 
Univcnmy Center Serv1ces. said 
Nov. 6. Warren Hall v.ill hold an open hou.,e for all 
Mudents. facu lty and staff. Sue Bauer. a receptionist in 
the Univer 1ty Center, sends "a large mvitatton to the 
whole ~:am pus for cake and punch from 2 to 4 p m " 
The anm,·er.ary committee planned a recepuon in the 
Highland Room from 4_·6 p.m also on Nov. 6. JMU 
President Ronald Carner and Robert Scott v· 
pre~ident of tudent affairs.. will ~peak at the event' ICC· 
The committee, composed of at leu't 0 . ~ ffi . W ne representative .rom every o ce m arren, planned the 
celebr:uory events. 
L~rue Simmons. who h.as worked in the Office of 
M~lucullural Student Servaces for the p~!lt nine yearll, 
stud , he hilS o;ecn a great deal of change m Warren lfall 
.. ince she began working at JMU. She snitS !.he 
remembered when the Bluestone and the Center for Off 
Compuo; Living once had their offices in W81Ten • 
Bnmes stud. "Warren Hall has always been a center of 
student acll vtt)' main ly because of the student 
m01lboxe!.." 
Sophomore Lisa Provenzano agreed and ~aid " I 
obv iOU\Iy go to Warren for my mail , but 1 ,;l so 
occasionally hong out m the lobby between cl a~'e:. and 
catch a snack." 
Bauer and Bnmes invite anyone with memento~ to 
~ohnre. or any former employees who would like to attend 
the reception. to contact them at x3341. 




G.-cory A. Froom 
Shwrt EJNnbefl 
R.C. Woodall 
c. Scott Gl1lham 





Flip 0. Liac., 
Alan Neckowttz, 
DevW Wendelken 
Election contmue<1 from page 1 --------------------------------------------
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In the Oct. 29 Brute. the 
anicle"Coun indicts fonner 
freshman on marijuana distribution 
charges" (pg. I) incorrectly quoted 
Rick Lar on as saying. " ... 
marijuana use has ju 1 gone up 
everywhere. For some students, 
daily marijuana use is a concern.'' 
Larson was not contacted for this 
article and therefore never made 
that comment TI1e pulled quote 
should have corresponded with the 
an1cle's quote attributed to Tom 
MelLinger 
The Brul.e ugrtls tht error. 
Debate 
contrnued Trom pllge 1:-------
"The Republicans. as usual, were 
very well spoken The Democrats 
were stumbling over their words. and 
they were repetitive. 
"I was reall y impressed by the 
L1bertanan. He had some good ideas. 
but I wouldn't waste my vote on 
him." I 
After the debate, Neff said he was 
pleased wtth the reaction to the 
debate and praised Hale for his 
involvement in the project. 
"I think that this was an amazing 
dtsplay of exactly how interested 
JMU students can be when they are 
given participatory framework," Neff 
said. "In every aspect of this, there 
was a real attempt to go out and 
make it a special event 
"Dan has just been outstanding 
throughout the entire program. 
Anyone who can hold his own and 
moderate between Democrats, 
Republicans and Libertarians 
demonstrates how much dedication 
he bas to bringing the campus closer 
towards an understanding of 
American polittcs." 
ERIN GIBNEY/conrribuling artist 
Wigged out 
"The College Republican~ are a really strong group on campu • and they 
really brought1n a lot of people to vote," she said. 
Elh~ said a possible reason why more fre~hmen voted is because more ol 
them hve on campus. g1v.ng them easter acces!i to the common . 
Jumor April Robens aid SGA held the mock election to draw attention to 
the proxtmity of the real pres1denual elecuon Nov. 5 and to increase student\ • 
awareness of the IS!>Ue!> 
"They're JU"t looking at mcreasmg awareness because the election h fairly 
soon. 
"This 1~ a wny to increase awareness for people who have absentee ballot' 
or haven't even reg1stered yet," Roberts said 
College-age student., are among the lowest number of voter groups; ~ults 
from the 1992 presidential election 5how only 46 percent of eligible voter' 
ages 18·29 voted 
Polittcal Science Professor Robert Roberts said there are many rea~;on, 
college students make up a small number of eligible voters, including that 
students are alway' moving, making it difficult to go through the absentee 
ballot proce!>~. 
'11ley don't have thetr roots down," he said. 
Roberts said another reason college students neglect to vote is becau-.e they 
"don't f~l ~lle1r votce ~es that much of a difference in the system." 
He d1sm1. sed the not ton college students may be unaware and unmfonned 
on the iss~ as a reason few vote. 
'1'he youth are just as aware of what''~ going on as anyone," he l;aid. "At 
any good ltberal ans school, students are going to be aware." 
~nior Carolee Saunders stopped to vote in the mock election on her way to 
mat! her absentee ballot for the real election. She said she feels most JMU 
students are aware and have exercised their right to vote. 
'.'All of my friends have already ubmitted their ballots. Everyone I know i~ 
vollng," she said • 
The committee shared the results of the mock election at a debate held 
Monday night sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi, a business fratemtty. 
..:!,~=~~!"lo~ bloltlo OCY major, and Val AJvarez (r), a senior International business 
' u7•· .. on a ween costumes at Glen'• Fair Prtce, Inc. 
THE Bim£ZE ThursC:by, Oct. 3 J. J 996 S 
JMU rates high for drug, alcohol use 
Survey shows JMU,s drinking and substance abuse statistics greater than national,s 
by Rob Sdunidt 
contributing writu 
When aJI was said and done at last 
week's Brown Bag Lecture on 
alcoholism, one startling fact 
remained - JMU ranks considerably 
above the nat10naJ average an aJcohol 
and marijuana use. 
In an alcohol and drug U$C survey 
conducted in March 1995, 617 
students representing various majors 
and class levels responded. 
The results proved 80 percent of 
all JMU students drink alcoholic 
beverages, 79 percent of underage 
students drink and SS percent of 
students "binge" drink. 
Binge drinking constitutes the 
consumptiOn of five or more 
alcoholic beverages in one sining, as 
defined by D1rector of JMU's 
Substance Abuse Research Center 
Jeanne Mart1no-McAJiister and 
Assoc1ate Profesi\Or of health SCience 
ThomasSy,_ 
Marhno-McAilister and Syre 
conducted the research survey to 
examine the behaviors assoc1ated 
with alcohol and drug use among 
JMU students. They chose the "Core 
Alcohol and Drug Survey" because 
of its reliability and validity. 
At the time the survey was 
admiJtistered, there appeared to be a 
pronounced use of alcohol and other 
drugs at JMU. 
The Substance Abuse Research 
Center wished to collect data 
revealing the habits of students to 
increase awareness on campus, 
promote health education and 
identify campus-wide means of 
limiting or reducing problems 
associated with alcohol and other 
drugs. 
The survey also detennined that 
on average, JMU students smoke 
more marijuana than students 
representing other colleges in the 
survey. Fo!'l}'-eight percent of JMU 
students admitted to having smoked 
marijuana. in comparison with a 
national average of 43 percent. 
In comparison with students from 
87 other colleges and universities 
across the United States, the survey 
determined the average number of 
alcoholic dranks consumed each 
week at JMU is 7.6, compared to the 
national average of 4.S. While SS 
percent of JMU students admitted 
having binged on alcohol in the past 
two weeks, the national average was 
only 39 percent 
Syre estimated as many as one in 
10 students will leave JMU an 
alcoholic. • While underage 
consumption of alcohol at college 
seems to many to be a rite of 
passage, the effects can be 
devastating. 
"Continued abuse of alcohol can 
contribute to poor scholastic 
performance, trouble wtth the 
authorities, personal injury, 
automobile accidents, property 
destruction and acquaintance rape.'' 
Syre reponed. 
The survey also determined 
consequences of excessive alcohol 
intake by students. Th1rty-seven 
percent of JMU students admitted 
getting into fights due to their 
drinking. Thirty-three percent 
admiued to driving a car while under 
the influence of alcohol, and 44 
percent admitted to having missed a 
class because of their drinking. 
One possible reason for the high 
rate of alcohol intake on campus may 
be that so many of JMU's social 
activiti~ revolve around the keg. A 
junior accounting major who wished 
to remain anonymous said, "Having 
Gn::ek Row on campus really doesn't 
help lhin2s- It's a convenient place to 
go and you don't have to worry about 
driving." 
Junior Robin Apter sa1d pan of 
the cause may be the rurality of 
Harrisonburg. "There's just a real 
lack of cool places to go off-
campus."' · 
When asked their opinions about 
what JMU should do to help alleviate 
the need for drinking, Martino-
McAllister's health students offered 
three suggestions: more late-night 
activities. stronger enforcement of 
underage drinking policies on 
campus, and more awareness and 
education 
To reverse this pattern of alcohol 
abu.se at JMU, the full cooperation of 
administrators, faculty, students and 
Gn::ek organizations must be gained. 
Syre said. "No one person or 
organization can solve the problem 
on theJMU campus." 
Martino-McAllister said, "'There 
must be a collaborative effort along 
with constituents on c:ampus, and 
that's not happening as strongly as it 
should. 
"Alternatives to drinking parties 
must be explored," Martino-
McAIIister said. 1'hese {alternatives] 
might best be explored by the Office 
of Student Life." According to the 
"Core" survey, ~are a number of 
assumptions that serve as the 
38,715 s 
as a refere 
and alcohol 
wa s high 
Alcohol 
foundation for alcohol and drug 
prevention programs on campus. 
First, it must be assumed that 
awareness and education can alter 
students' alcohol and drug habits, as 
stated in the survey. If so, appropriate 
intervention strategies can then be 
developed to deal with issues of 
alcohol and drug abuse. If students 
are taught to assume responsibility 
for their habits, their heaJlh behaviors 
MEGAN ROSS/contnbl4tlflg ortrst 
and lifestyles will, in tum, improve, 
according to the survey. 
Most importantly, however. "the 
student must be motivated and ready 
to change," Martino-McAilister's and 
Syre's repon stated. 
Any students interested in 
furthering their knowledge th1s issue 
can register for Health 278, Alcohol: 
Use and Abuse. The c lass will be 
offered fourth block. 
Parking garage a 
possibility for J M U 
by Rob Speirs 
staff writ~r __ 
Despite past refusals. JMU is now 
considering the possibility of 
building a parking garage. 
"It is under discussion," said 
Donald Cosgrove, director of 
facilities planning, refemng to the 
possibility of building a park1ng 
garage. Cosgrove declined to 
comment further and sa1d no final 
decisions have been made concerning 
any aspect of the matter. Cosgrove 
also would not speculate on probable 
locauons, cost or where the money to 
fund such a project would originate:. 
Alan MacNutt. director of public 
safety, said he had no personal 
knowledge that a garage was under 
consideration. "That son of thing 
would hinge on policy decisions to 
be made by the administnyion," he 
aid. MacNutt added that JMU 
Parking 01v1sion would not be 
consulled dunng the decision-making 
process for parking facilities. 
Speaking for the Parking 
Division, MacNutt refused to 
comment on the need for extra 
parking on campus or whether the 
parking department had been 
recommending discussion on the 
issue. 
Commenting on the possibility or 
the addilion of a parking garage, 
Student Government Association 
commuter S~. Ed Roth said he 
thought a garage was something 
students overwhelmingly want. 'The 
SGA is always confronting that 
issue," Roth said 
According LO the Nov. 2, 199S 
issue of Tht Brttt.t, a proposal was 
submatted for the c reation of a 
parking garage during the 1994- '9S 
academic year. but the proposal was 
shelved by the parking advisory 
commiuee at the time for financial 
reasons. 
Commuter Sen. Moira McCaffrey, 
~ member of the SGA on the parking 
advisory commiuee. said the 
committee has liule involvement 
with new parking additions. The 
committee deals mainly w1th parking 
ticket appeals. According to 
McCaffrey, few ticket appeals are 
granted 
The SGA held a question-answer 
session Monday night to allow 
senators to discuss general parking 
issues such as vehicle registration 
and lot restrictions. Guest speakers 
intentionally avoided deahng with 
the parking garage 1ssue because the 
parking student advisory committee 
deals solely with current parking 
policy. AI Menardi" associate vice 
president for student affairs, said. 
Menard, who is also the parking 
student advisory committee 
see GARAGE page 9 
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Cn~fton StCMIII (7pm-) 
• Panhellenic Speaker: Steve Maning 
PC ~llroom (Followlns the spe~er) 1 
• Sons of Icarus •Free cup and Pepsi-su back and enjoy the music• 
C~(11a~2pml 
•Remembrance act1vity 
PC Ballroom (7pm-9pm) ··~ 
•Hillary Wing-lou (male vs. female drinking Issues, oqualntance 
r11pe & sexual assault) 
Cn~fton Stovall (7:00 and 9:30) 
•Movie "Ba 
Commons (11 am-2pm) 
• Remembrance activity 
PC ~llroom (T2pm-) .. 
•Police panel. cadets, ASAP (Natural Highs round table talk. breathal~. 
21 year olds drinking and performing sobriety te<;t~. and fun activities-




•Wacky water relays (Spml 
•Happy hour aerobics class (S:30-6:30pml 
•Moclctails by Natural Highs (3pm-6pml 
~-~ - --
i!&!l•• i.U.o1G 
For the Largest Selection of .JMll 




Visit the JMU Bookstore 
in Warren Hall. 
Store Hours Saturday 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. • 
Free eift with every purchase while supplies last! 
,. 
Free photo of you and your parents 
10 a.m.-2 p.m., Saturday. 
We accept Cash, Personal Checks, FLEX 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3 thru SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
Sunday 1113 Monday 1114 Tuesday 1115 Wednesday 11 /6 
Gnu, Seramblcd Ens Cream of Tomato Cream of Broc:colr Soup French Onion Soup 
Sausaac Parucs Soft ShcU Tacos Hot Roua Bed SandWICh Cluden Pany Sandwich 
Fn:nc:b To.u& Turkey Tctra.nini QuiChe Lornlnc Tom.t10 Htrbed Sauet 
Turkey Ri« Soup French Fries Mashed PowDes Bee:(, Maearon• & Tomatoes 
Chic:tcn Aorenunc Broccoli Brocxoli/CauliOower Com 
Rice, Peas, Scalloped Apples Zucchini Succowll Peas 
Bqcls, Dan11b 
Brocxoh Cbeae Pam Spinach, JUcc :and f(Q Qucs;adillu . Zutduru Mcdttcmnean 
Casserole Gn1111 
Roast Beef I Gravy Sp1ral Cui Ham Savory Rotlsscr it ChlclCII Rouz Turlccy I Gravy 
Seafood Ncwbu11 Win& Dines Cbencsc Pcprcr Stat Fned FISh 
Noodles Baked Swa:t POWOG Recc Mamed Powocs 
Carrol$ I Peas Orlallll Miaed Veacu.blcs Brud DKSSlDJ 
Milled Vqcu.blcs PIIUO Beans CanoiS Green Beans 
Cornbread Mlled Ve&eueble:s 
Noodles Romanoff Veaewian FtfCd R~te Mulhroom Srroaanotr Onenal Rice .t Vqeatbln 
CALL AN ORDER IN 
AHEAD FOR PICK UPJ 
IALLOW 30 MINUTES) 
I 
THE COFFEE BAR 
~~, ~r Flavored coffees . 
II\ .01 Espresso - Cappuccino 
].._oOwN vNo•~ ..... Bakery Items 
TOO COOL! 
Thursday ll/7 Friday 11/8 Saturday 11/9 
occr Noodle Soup Manhattan Clam ChoWilu Cn:am of What 
haiWl Mutball Sub Tacos Scamblcd E,us 
Chicken and Shrunp Sur Fry BBQ Port Sandwich Hab BrowMd Potatoes 
Rite Refncd Buns S..,c Links 
ltaliall Gcecn 8caru Oneon Rin&S fraldl Tout 
M1acd VcJII.tblc Com Cbidtca Noodle Soup 
' Baed RAveoh 
Carrou I Spinach . 
Vcactanan Eu Rolls Vcactarean Burnto While Beans"'' Tomatoes 6. 
chili pcppas 
BraUcd Bccf 8t Vcacubln !Uuer Fned ChicltCII BrcaJl CCIWilty Fr1ed Steak 
Stromboli Stnps S~1Cuscrok 
Oven Brov. nc.1 Poueoes Bucd Fish Sallopcd Powocs 
Pas Baked Potatoes Peas 
CauhOov.cr French Cut Green Buns Macd Fresh Squub 
Broccoli I Cbcac S:n.~ec 
Veacunan Kni.t~es Polito !Ur Pasu Pnmavcra 
. SGA gives money for T-shirts 
byBI"'dJmkiDs 
SGA ~porttr 
Student Government AssociAtion senators allocated money 
from the contingency account to a service sorority for T-shu1s 
1\Jesday, a move several senators said violated finance rules. 
The issue of the struggling Safe Rides program was also 
addressed 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated requested S22S 
for the T-shins as pan of their costume for a step sllow to 
celebrate their 25th annivenary. 
"It's our 25th anniversary, and we want to celebrate it 
well," LaTanya Johnson. Delta Sigma Theta , Inc. 
representative said. 
Commuter Sen. Moira McCaff~ said fundina for T-shins 
is not consistent with the finance rules in the SOA 
constirution. 
"If this bill passes, we fund $225 forT-shins." she said. 
"Contingency is used to benefit the entire campus.'' 
Accordina to the SGA finance rules, the contingency 
account is to be used for events or projects that benefit a 
majority of students. 
At-large Sen. Sharon Cohen said the group also shouldn't 
receive funding because it estimated a $4,000 revenue from 
fund raising effons. 
Johnson said because the group is a service sorority, it 
can't use the money it raises for itself. Instead, the revenue 
wiU be donated to charities. 
At-large Sen. Ron Rose compared the T-shirts to tools used 
~y Habitat for Humanity. "Look at this as part of l.he step 
shOw;· he said. "Wh.at's the difference belween givina T-
shitts for a step show and givina money to Habiw to build 
houses?"' 
Even with the vocal opposition, lbe bill passed dvouJb the 
senate and will be either approved or vetoed by the executive 
council today. 
ln his report. SOA President David Baker told the senate 
the Safe Rides proposal has bit a roadblock bccaase of major 
funding problems. 
For the program to wort. $46,800 is needed to reimburse 
cab drivers for the discounted rides they give. 
DANIELLE LABIUEicOftfriblltUtt pltotD8raplwr Delta-- liMa......,, Inc ........... o-tt. 
p.,_ (left) Md taT_,. JAb •• (ftlllt) r-.unt 
..... ,.,.....,...tTullll.,'ai&A .. ttiiC. 
The proposal would allow studentS to ride a cab for $1 
Tbunday-Salurday nipts 8 p.rn.-4 a.m. It would be available 
to all students by presenting their J-\C card co ~ Olb driver. 
The aim is to provide safe rides for srudenas wbo have been 
drinking. Baku u.id. 
see SGA page ll 
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Bus driver 
douses flames 
by Becky MuiUpn 
senior wriltr 
A Harrisonburg Transit bus caught fire Monday morning, but the 
driver's quick response prevented a dangerous situation. 
" I smelled smoke; I pulled it (the bus) over and looked," said 
Denise Hisey, who was driving Route 9 when the incident occurred 
on the Pon Republic Road bridge between II :30 and II :40 a.m. 
""There was a fire, and I put it out" 
Another bus driver responded to her radio call and helped Hisey 
extinguish the fire. 
1be fire wu out by the time the Harrisonburg Fire Oepanment 
responded to the radio dispatcher's caLl, aocontiog to HFD Ftre Chief 
l..a:ny Sbifleu. "It was a very minor incident," he said. 
No p~sengers were on the bus and no one was injured. Hisey 
Slid. . 
Faulty wiring in the back of the bus caused the fire, according to 
Reggie Smith, director of Hanisonbutg Transit 
'11le wiring loom in the rear engine caught on fire," he said. "The 
heal from the wires melted a plastic oil line. and whefl the oihwu:d 
dripping on the heat, that's where the names came from. . .. And I 
don't think there were many names or for very loog." 
The electrical fire stopped at the wil\fg loom plug, so ll did not so 
up co the front or passenger section of the bus, Smith said. The 
electrical fire could have been smoldering for awhile, but it was not 
until it came in contact with the oil that small names broke out in the 
rear of the bus. 
The wiring harness was ruined, but the bus should be runnina 
today afla' a day's repair wort. 
Hisey and the other bus driver used ftre e.xtingwsbers, which are 
standard equipment on all Transit buses. Smith said the fire 
extinguishers are checked once a year. 
Smith said students should not be worried about riding the 
Harrisonbura 'transit While wiring problems are a concern, he noted 
they happen in cars and referted to them as "one of those things that 
happens when you've got equipment running." 
Bus services were not disrupted becauSe the bus s)'S(Cm has extra 
buses, Smith said. 
Convenience stores open on Port Republic 
Neighbors, TreeTop Food Court and Dairy Queen count on students for business 
by Aadi Metzler 
conJribuling writer 
We all scream for ice cream! And 
convenience stores! And food cowul 
Pon Republic Road will ' have a 
new addition wath the opening of 
Da~ry Queen. a venue for ice aearo 
treats; Citgo, a gas station; 
Neighbors, a 2..._hour convenience 
store; and Tree Top Food Coun. 
George Meadows, district 
manager of Neighbors convenience 
store and Citgo gas stat.ioo. said the 
construction lasted about a year at 
the Pon Republic site, locited near 
the Commons and Ashby Crossin& 
apartment complexes. He is 
optimistic that the several services 
will provide competition with the 
Texaco and Euon stations down the 
road. 
"We will have the fastest. most 
courteous service, cleanest facilities 
and the largest selection as far as 
products go," Meadows said. "'This 
will be a sianificant difference from 
Texaco." Meadows stressed the 
uniqueness of this business venture. 
uwe felt [the need) for a one-stop 
situation. Here we are offering a 
convenience store and a food coun 
where aroups can hold meetings or 
set toaether to study. This is a world 
of diffcmlce ..!.. it's like comparing 
the Omni to a Motel6." 
Tree Top, the food coun adjoining 
Neighbors, will offer a variety of 
foods S a.m.-11 p.m. Donuts, 
pastries, eggs and sausage will be 
featured on a breakfast menu. Pizza, 
MID ZI.JMPINOfaMtribwlilt.f pltototrapltLr 
Derek JohtiMII (Wl), Seilil flt4lnld (c.ter) .nd Kenny ........ (rf&M) Nlu Md ..._. a lUCk .t 
the new D .. ry Queen on Port Republic RCNid. Dairy Queen afllctally ope~ted tar bullnea T~Mdey. 
subs and "chicken and taters" will 
also appear on the menu. There wiU 
be luncheon specials as well, 
Meadows said. "We might offer a 
sub, drink and ~hips for $3.99, for 
example," he wd. "h will be similar 
to fast food combo meals." 
Liz Seal. an employee at Tree 
Top. said she thinks this concept is 
going to be extremely successful. "I 
think it's going to go over big." 
Yvonne Shoemaker. another 
employee at Tree Top. agreed. 
"There's no comparison. We have 
more parting and variety." 
. 
Dairy Queen officially opened for 
busi ness Tuesday. According to 
manager Eric Clymer, business bas 
already been promising . .. It has been 
exceptional, .. he said. "'There has 
been a very good response [in spite 
o() little advertising." 
He uid before they officially 
·opened , people were coming an 
already ex..cited about it, saying, 
.. You're ruining me! I'm going to 
spend all my money here!" 
The menu features hamburgers, 
hot dogs and kids meals, as weU u 
the variety of ice cream treats for 
which Dairy Queen is known. It is 
open 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday and from 12:30-10 
p.m. Sunday. Clymer expects to 
expand hours af consumer demand 
increases. 
Many students are anticipating the 
opening of the facilities. Jaime 
Joyner, a junior music indusuy major 
and employee at Tree Top, said, 
.. Everyone where I stay [Hunter's 
Ridge) has been waitina for it to 
open. It's much closer 10 where a lot 
of kids live.." 
Forrest Hi II residents Steve 
Miller, a senior business 
communications major, and <>Wea 
Graham, a senior computer 
information systems major, are 
optimistic about the businesses . .,t's 
going to ~successful," Millc:r said. 
'1t's access to ice cream I" 
Commons resident Zac 
Karkpanick. a junaor biology major, 
agreed ... It wiU be a success." he 
said. "You can count on it." 
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Is there something you'd 
like to see covered in 
The Breeze? 
Call x6127 
and give us the scoop! 






For more information 
on advertising in The 
Breeze, please call 
568 .. 6127. 433-PAPA 
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HURSDAY 
• "HTML Icons, Backgrounds and Other Graphics," 
presented by Computing Support, Carrier Library, nn. 101. 
9-11 a.m. 
e Blood Drive, sponsored by community service represen-
tatives, Huffman Hall study lounge, noon-S p.m. 
e EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 400, S p.m. 
e All Saints' Day ma.'>s, Catholic Campus Ministry house, 
Sp.m. 
e Bapti t Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, S:30 p.m. 
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall lobby. 
6p.m. 
• Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, WesJey 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 43+3490. 
e Trick-or-treat for administration's and faculty's children, 
Ashby and Wampler Halls, 6-8 p.m. 
e Halloween trick-or-treating for canned goods, Catholic 
Campus Ministry house, 6:30p.m. Collected food will be 
donated to local soup kitchens. 
e "Freaks," sponsored by UPB. Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 
and 9:30p.m., $2. 
e Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311.8 p.m. 
Details. Shabana or LaTaya, x7746. 
e Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall. nn. 
101,8p.m. 
e Haunted House Night, sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fratemity,lnc., S1mms School. 8 p.m. 
!FRIDAY 11 
e All Saints' Day mass, Catholic Campus Ministry house, 
noon. 
e "Changes in Operational Forecasting in the Future" with 
Ward Seguin of National Weather Service, sponsored by 
departments of physics and geology, Miller Hall, rm. 109, 
3:1Sp.m. 
e Halloween Dance, sponsored by Natural Highs, lnterHall 
Council & First Year Investigations. Phillips Hall Ballroom, 
8 p.m.-midnight. Details: Kim, x6781. 
e Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study, Baptist 
Student Center, 7 p.m. 
e .. The Nutty Professor," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-
Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9;30 p.m., $2. 
!SATURDAY 
I 
e "The Nutty Professor," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-
Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2. 
e Bruce Benedict, Taylor Down Under stage, 7:30-9 p.m. 
!SUNDAY 31 
e "Managed Care: Health Care in the VaJley," sponsored 
by United Ostomy Associat1on. Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital Cancer Center, conference nn. G-2. 3 p.m., free. 
e Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian Campus 
Ministry, PCM Center, S p.m. 
e Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship, 
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m. 
e "The Best Man," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7:30 p.m., free. 
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Detatls: Sonal, x6S41. 
e Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting. Zane Showker Hall, rm. 










Microsoft Invests In Israeli company 
to provide new Internet technologies 
JERUSALEM- Microsoft Corp. has purchased equ1ty 
in the Israeli company VDOnet, which specializes 1n 
software enabling high-quality video lrallsmissions over the 
Internet. 
A press release Monday said the companies had entered a 
licensing agreement regarding Internet communication 
technologies. It did not specify the extent of Microsoft's 
mvestment. 
Israeli media said it was the software g1ant's first 
investment in Israel, whose hi-tech sector is considered a 
world leader. 
"~icrosoft has been actively evolving technology and 
products to make communicatiOn over the Internet a valuable 
experience," said John Ludwig. vice president in the lntemet 
platform and tools division at Microsoft. 
YDOnet's breakthrough technology offers high-quality 
video optimized for communication over low-bandwidth 
connections, the relea'ie said. 
Israel's Channel2 TV showed how using the technology, 
users can converse via the Internet and see the other party on 
screen - for the the price of a local phone call. 
"We believe this relationship with Microsoft will help us 
continue to work toward realizing our vision for the potential 
of video on the Internet," YDOnet Pres1dent Asaf Mohr said. 
YDOnet Corp. is an Israeli company also based in Palo 
Alto, Calif., that develops and markets technology an~ 
products enabling v1deo broadcasting and telephony on th'e 
Internet and over regular phone lines and private networks. 
Microsoft, founded in J97S, is the worldwide leader in 
software for personal computers. 





, r• ! -.. . ~ .. 
~ 
ALICIA HOODis1qff onist 
Elvis 'Impersonators 'all shook up' 
about free flights on discount airline 
PITTSBURGH- The d1scount airline JetTra1n IS 
handing out a Halloween treat fit for a king. The King, that 
is. 
The Aliquippa-based airline will offer standby flights to 
anybody dressed as Elv1s to the four cities it services: 
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Boston and Nashville . 
lmper onators must depart on Halloween but may return 
anytime. 
''I wouldn't pass up a jelly donut, and I wouldn' t pass up 
a deal to fly for free." said A.E. Yea, an Elvis impersonator 
and director of Great American Talent Enterprise in 
Pittsburgh, in his best Presley voice. 
"I travel all over the world as Elvis,'' Yea said. "Myself 
and my fellow Elvi would love to work with these people 
anyume, as long as they don't have suspicious minds . 
Thank you. Thank you very much." 
The airline is trying to promote flights to Nashville, the 
latest city added to JetTrain's Oedgling schedule, pokesman 
Jim Swanz said. JetTrain, owned by 20 former airline 
executives, was founded about a year ago. 
"Hopefully we'll be reading in the NaJional Enquirer next 
week: 'Elv1s Spotted On JetTrain, "' he said. 
Customers who dress up in any Halloween costume will 
receive a $2S gift certificate good toward a future JetTrain 
flight. 
Where is Yea heading Thursday? 
''Well baby. when I take this ride on the JetTrain, I'm 
going to Blue Hawaii where I ' ll stay in the Heartbreak 
Hotel," Yea said. "And those airline people better not step on 
my blue suede shoes." 
-AP/newsflnder news senice 1 
... com 
'1,... .. , 
.."'.: . 
. ,., ; . . . . 
• News: Port Republic Road vandalism angers local residents 
• Focus On: Date rape- personal experiences and He said/She said columns on date rape 
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111 Patty Loveless with Lonesta~ntry Singer 117 with opening Band, Convocation Center, IPM 
a tty 
UPB 
J AMES IIADISOR UNJlEBSITT 
9AM -Warren Hall Box Office (regular hours 10 AM-4PK resume 10/30) 
-Plan 9 >Harrisonburg, Charlottesville-Mall & University locations 
-crossroads CDs and Tapes >Staunton and Waynesboro locations 
-Disk Jockey :Music >Valley Mall 
-Bill's Hallmark >Downtown location 
Tickets also available by phone @lOAM x7960 
TICKETS WILL NOT BE SOLD AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER 
G 
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~!~3-- Romanian faculty visit JMU 
cbai,...,, Slid the forum was requested by the 
SGA to •!low student• to ISk questions. Educators discuss American teaching values to take home 
Menard wd he felt the mcetina wu helpful 
lnd promoced "learning on both sides ... 
M.acNuu, who also spoke during the 
meeting, addressed issues such u the closing 
of certain lots during the weekend and the price 
of parking tickets. 
The loc adjacent to Chandler HaU is closed 
on the weekends so visitors associated with 
admissions in Sonner Hall may park there. The 
lot located next to Maury Hall is reserved 
exclusiv~ly for faculty on weekends, 
guarameemg them a place to park. 
. Muc.h of the collected revenue from parking 
ttckets 1s spent on mrumaining the current lots. 
Funds raised pay for repainting. snow removal 
and new signposts. MacNuu also pointed out 
that JMU is one of the few schools that does 
not charge fees for parktng decals. 
Currtntly, there nre a total of 4.216 spaces 
on campus. 1,351 of which are reserved for 
faculty. according to Tara Armentrout, parking 
depanment manager. As of Oct. 21. JMU had 
issued 6,407 parking tickets. All tickets 
concern parking violations as the department 
doe~ not have the authonry 10 enforce other 
cit.1tion:o. 
by Laurie BuUs 
contributing writer 
Visiting Romanian faculty are gaining 
insight into the American university system and 
plan to promote JMU educational values at the 
Romanian-American University in Bucharest. 
Five faculty members from RAU urrived 
OcL 21 in Washington, D.C., and proceeded to 
JMU for a two-week stay. The faculty are 
visiting JMU as part of a cooperative agreement 
between the two universities formed tn 1991 for 
the purpose of improving the educational 
process at RAU. This is the first time faculty 
member have vi~hed an American unlver:.ity 
on behalf of RAU. 
"Absolutely everything regarding the 
university was new because it wns our first visil 
to an American campus. It was similar to 
dc;scriptions I've read in books, but much more 
live," ~d Gheorghe Sfctcu. executive director 
ofRAU. 
Kay Knickrehm. a political science 
professor, taught "Us1ng Computers and 
Statistics to Study Social Problems" at RAU. 
Kntckrchm said the Romanian and JMU 
students were very simi lar, but said JMU 
student<; were less formal. 
·."Romanian• tudents would not enter a 
classroom until I had entered.: Knickrehm said. 
"At JMU we are much more cnsual. They (the 
'Romanian students) brought me flowers on 
three separate occasions." 
The cooperative agreement, ~igned by JMU 
President Ronald Carrier and Jon Smedescu. 
rector of RAU, includes nine a111cles aimed at 
strengthening the friendship between the two 
universiti~ in order to mutually innuence and 
improve both educational systems. 
Because RAU was established <5nly five 
years ago. several of the articles are aimed at 
improving and modcmi1ing the university by 
adopting some practices "specific to JMU's 
Attention 
Student Organizations 
The time to schedule meeting rooms, .vans, buses, 
sales space, classrooms, and much more for 
Spring SEMESTER 1997 
is almost here! 
Wed., Nov. 6 
Mon., Nov. 11 
Call x3343 at 8:30a.m. to sign up·for a 
time to schedule, beginning Nov. 11. 
Appointment times will be posted outside 
the Events & Conferences Office, Warren 
302. , 
SCHEDUUNG BEGINS! Come by the 
Events & Conferences Office at 
appointment time to make reservations. 
Please make sure the two designated members that 
will be making all club reservations have attended 
a Nuts and Bolts Workshop prior to Nov 11. 
Look for more information and details in 
your club boxes. Questions??? Call 
Events & Conferences Office ~ 




ex.periencc. .. the agreement stated. 
Marioara Maior, international relations 
department head at RAU , said RAU has 
attempted to emulate the American educational 
system through studying literature. syllabi and 
course catalogt. of American universities. Maior 
acted as the spokesperson for the mostly 
English-speak.tng group. 
The second article of the cooperative 
agreement addresses faculty exchanges between 
the two universities. which allow JMU faculty 
members to Leach course.\ at RAU 
Knick.rehm said she preferred the more 
informal teaching method at JMU. "We have 
more open interacuon between student'i and 
teachers ... American students learn more 
problem-solv1ng techniques and real ltfe 
applications. Knickrehm said. Material 1s less 
cut and dried in the United States. RAU is 
trying to move from classes where the professor 
walks in. lectures and leaves, to u more 
interactive educational environment. 
All five visiting RAU racully agree wrth 
Knickrehm about making classes more 
interactive Ma1or said she was extremely 
impressed by student-teacher interaction. 
"Professors at the Romanian-American 
University don't have separate office hours 
when studentS can come by and a~k questions 
and rece1ve advice." There seem~ to be very 
lmle distance between professors nnd students 
here. Maior said. She hopes to introduce this 
concept at RAU. 
Sfetcu was impressed with the vanety of 
options JMU students have in choosing cla!>seo;. 
"Romanian students must take set courses at 
fixed times. There is no room for choice." 
Sfetcu said he will bring this tdea, os well as the 
credit-hour system back to RAU. "We will 
analyze it first and then introduce it step by 
step.'' 
Through the cooperntive agreement. JMU 
also provides library resources ~nd surplus 
computers to RAU to help modernize the 
facility 
The RAU faculty have been attending 
classes and visiong with JMU offic1als such as 
Bethany Oberst, vice president of academic 
affairs. and Carrier. Stephen Bowers, associate 
professor of political sciences and a director of 
the Romanian program. sa1d RAU faculty are 
staytng with JMU faculty members and at the 
Days Inn on Port Republic Road 
Saturday, after watching a JMU football 
game, the RAU faculty will travel to 
Washington wtth two of the three Romanton 
exchange students studying at JMU this year to 
vote for the1r country·~ offic1als at the 
Romnnum embassy. 
The RAU faculty attended mccttng of the 
Romoman Studies Club on Oct. 23 Sophomore 
French major Sandra Wright established the 
group lao;t ~pring m an effon to bring together 
student'i wllh an interest in Romaman 4itudies. 
Maior said RAU could prov1de the 
Romanian Studies Club w1th art worl, videos 
and CD·ROM equipment that ~ould be useful 
to the stud) of art and history if the club had 
adequate facilities to display the information. 
"American students need to team about the 
existence of Romama. The' valu~ of Romanian 
hfe, culture and civihzauon." She challenges 
Amencan students to vis1t Romama and said 
the Romanian students aucndmg JMU can act 
as ambassadors for Romania in America. 
JMU offers a summer ,tudy ~ession each 
May in Romarua and tlte fonner Soviet Un1on 
to study the transformation of the post-
commumst society. 
Ana·Muria Preda, associate professor of 
marketing and management. said she was 
enjoying her visit and hopes to return to 
America on a pleasure trip. When asked what 
her favorite part of JMU was, she said, ''There 
are so many wonderful things. I just can't 
decide.'' 
Commencement apparel on sale in 
JMU Bookstore in Warren Hall. 
ftllday, ............. 8:18 LDI. to 7 J!_DI. 
WMnad1y, ............. • 8:18 •·•· to B:• p.m. 
Announcemepts, name and thank-you cards. 
Place orders for personalized announcements. 
~llC>llll~lllents .............. ~.()() 
SotJverrir Fan Tassel.. ...... ~3.99 




$69.95 to 149.95 
Register for drawing of a 
free di loma frame 
Master Apparel 
Complete $36.99 
Eds Graduate Apparel 
Complete $39.99 
Doctoral Gown Onl $16.99 
We accept Cash, Personal Checks, FLEX 
, 
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MADISON 
MANOR 
• 2, 3, or 4 Bedrooms Available-
only one of ecdlleft! 
• Fully furnished- SOME WllH 
FIREPLACES 
• Huge 4 Bedroom. 
Furnished Townhouses 
• 112 Mile from Campus 
• AIC, ·Stove, Refrigerator, 
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal, 
Separate Utility Room with Full 




• 5 Bedrooms, 3 Baths 
• FlAy Furnished Units 
•lrdvidual Leases 
• C>ntt One Left! 
A 
E? 
• In leases I June or 
August Leases Available 
• Washer I Dryer, Stove, 
Refrigerator, Dishwasher, 
Garbage Disposal 
• Unique Tri-level Design 
• Fully Furnished 
Coldwell Banker- Contact Colleen Pendry 
-.. --
. ADHO P 
'.:Ewuky !B'UJnOl 
Enb.££1 ~ Chi!Jun '1 9au: 
J'S Three Egg Omelette: Southern Pecan 
$5.95 Pancakes: 
Select any two: Chee~e, $5.95 
onion, green peppers, d•ced Stack of three pancakes loaded 
tomatoes or mushrooms. with pecans topped with 
Served with Brunch Potatoes, Honey Butter and Maple Syrup. 
Fresh Fruit, and English Muffin SerVed with Fresh fruit. 




Three egg omelette plus 
choices of chopped Sausage, 
Smithfield Ham or Bacon. 
Served with Brunch Potatoes, 
Fresh Fruit, and English Muffin 




Two poached eggs and 
Smithfield Ham on English 
Muffin halves smothered with 
cheddar cheese sauce with 
diced tomatoes and scallions. 
Served with Brunch Potatoes 




8 oz. Sirloin Steak and 
two fresh country eggs. 
Served with Brunch Potatoes, 
side of Fresh Fruit, and English 




Two single size slices of 
Pullman Bread dipped in 
special egg wash and 
topped with Powered Sugar 
and Honey Butter. 




A hearty, but light Brunch 





Waffle topped with Honey 
Butter or Maple Syrup. 
Served with Fresh Fruit. 
For children ages r 2 and under 
Roadhouse French 
Toast: $2.95 
One slice of Pullman Bread 
dipped in egg wash and 
topped with Powdered Sugar 
and Honey Buner. 
Served with Maple Sy~. 
Roadhouse Belgian 
Waffle: $2.95 
Half of Belgian Waffle 
topped with Honey Butter 
or Maple Syrup. 





\irgin Road Ready 
Mary: $2.95 
Large glass of Homemade 
Roadhouse Bloody Mary Mix 
(non·alcoholic). 
Coffee, Hot or Iced 
Tea, Milk or Orange 
Juice: $1.10 
Other Wake-Up Call 
beverage specials 
are also available. 
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contmuecl from page 5 
After in~estigating the cost of the program. the Safe Rides 
commiuee found the average cab nde is $5, mcruung funding 
would be needed for the $4 students don't pay 
The committee estimated 240 rides per night, at a cost of 
$1,200 per night. For spring semester alone, $46,800 would be 
needed to fund the program. 
"We need to come up with alternatives," Ba .. cr said. "There 
IS no way we can rai~ $47,000." 
The commillcc will cons1der cost-culling measures like 
reducing the hours Of the program. They WIIJ alSO in~estigate the 
liabality factors of h:lvmg student drivers supporting the program. 
The comminee would like the program to begin sprang 
semester. 
• Commuter Sen Robert Keeling led the ~nate in di~ussmg 
whether Carner L1brary would remain open 24 hour~ a day 
during exam week 
According to a library survey, 616 students used Carrier 
Library during times it is normally closed dunng the pilot 
program last spring. 
The library staff has ind1cated. however. that the extra hours 
were not justifiable because they found many ~udents sleepmg. 
They also c;a1d mo t ~tudents took advamage of the extra hours 
Monday-Wednesday. 
"I really don't thmk n's going to be open 24 hours Thursday 
and Fnday," Keeling said. He hopes the senate can persuade the 
staff to keep Canier Librnry open Monday-Wedne'iday. "It's a 
possibility.'' he c;aid 
At-large Sen. Ann Marie Phillips said Carrier Library staff 
have indicated they would be walling to eJuend the hours to 6 
n.m.-3 a.m. Monday-Wednesday. but Phillips wants to persuade 
them to stay open 24 hours those days. 
Negotiation~ w11l be held between the Student Serv1ces 
Commiuee and Carrier Librnry !>taff to comprom1se on the 1ssue. 
Keeling said 
• Parking officials answered question from ~enators about 
parking issues ~tudents face. 
Senators asked about fine revenue use Accordang to AI 
Menard, associate vice preeadent for student aff:urs, there was 
$329,000 in ticket revenue last year. $60,000 was used to pave 
E-lot, and the remainder went directly to parking focihtic:. and 
maintenance like snow removal and repaving. 
• SGA 's Executive Council vetoed last week'-. btll passed by 
the senate that would requ1rc organizationr. to return unused 
contingency money to SGA. 
SGA Vice President Apnl Roberts said there was no way to 
enforce the policy 
.. 
I 
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Library deficient in resources 
H oused in one of the more modern-looking buildings oo JMU's campus, Carrier Library is far from being a modem outlet of information. 
The three-story structure, fulJ of couches, study desks 
and stacks and stacks of purported knowledge, leaves 
many students desiring more from this university. 
What is the most basic reason students come to 
JMU? It isn't for the glamorous new rec center, the 
dining options or the Greek life - they come to learn. 
more of the computers hooked up to printers? Why arc 
there only four copy machines? Why should students 
have to depend on Interlibrary Loan, which can take 
from two to three weeks, to get research materials they 
need? Or even worse, why do ~tudents feel the only 
way they can properly research a subject matter is to 
travel to the libraries of the University of Virginia? 
The only way to 1mprove the conditions of our library 
is through funding. According to Carrier Library's 
Carrier Library is the only library on 
this campus and it is far from being 
the complete outlet of information a 
umversuy should require. 
Students hoping to spend an hour 
or two researching a topic in Carrier 
Library often find themselves 
frustrated because sources found in 
computer searches aren't in the library 
and sources that are, more often then 
not, are outdated. 
"Students hoping 
to spend an hour or 
two researching a 
topic in Carrier 
Library often find 
Director Barbara Miller, most of the 
money the library operates from is 
state funded. The university receives 
money from the state, some of which 
1s ear-marked for libraries. In add1t1on 
to this money, JMU gives adduional 
funding to the library to keep certain 
programs going. 
A group called "Friends of Carrier 
Library" also makes donations of 
money and books. And, at the annual themselves In addition to outdated materials, 
the library 's hours of operation are far 
from accommodating. The library 
, Book Sale, the library can sell 
frustrated. . . donated books they can' t use in 
collections, for profit. 
closes at midnight on weeknights and 10 p.m. on 
Saturdays. On Sunday, the reference desk doesn't even 
open until 2 p.m. Are these hours supposed to be 
convenient? At a university, shouldn't the library, a 
symbol of information and knowledge, be available to 
students on a 24-hour basis, at least oo weekdays? 
Currently, there are no 24-hour academic outlets for 
students. The computer labs cannot really be counted 
because after II :45 p.m. the printers are shut down. 
Study lounges in residence halls are often distracting 
and loud. The only other place students can depend on 
to be quiet and conducive to work is the library. 
Perhaps Carrier Library is compensati ng for 
inadequate resources through the installation of 
Netscape on many of its computers. But why aren't 
Still, with all of this, the library is deficient. Perhaps 
if $18.2 milhon in student fees went toward our library, 
we could benefit from up-to-date books on all subJects. 
more resources like printers and copiers and a library 
that is open 24 hours a day. If student fees were to go 
toward our library, how many people could complam? 
We all came here to exercise our minds. 
Our library IS adorned with golden letters which 
proudly procla1m its name. But why would Carrier want 
his name on a hbrary with so few and out-of-date 
resources? 
Th~ hous~ ~ditorial r~fl~crs the opinion of 1he editorial 
board which consists of th~ editor. managing ~ditor and 
the opinion ~ditors. 
Dan ..• 
A "stinkin' -stogie" dart to the two inconsiderate 
c1gar smokers who insist on lighting up outside 
Ikenberry Hall after midnight and smelling up the 
donn 
Sent in by a stlident who wishes you would have 
some respect for your lungs and the noses of others. 
Pat ... 
A "congratulations-on-being-selected-Virginia-
State-Social-Work-Educator-of-the-Year'' pat to JMU 
social work department's very own professor Greg 
Versen. 
Sent in by students who agree that your 
enthusiasm, encouragement and commitment deserve 
recognition. 
Dan ... · 
A "hold-your-horses" dart to the inconsiderate 
students in Dr. Staib's 9:25 astronomy class. 
Officially, you have nowhere to be for 35 minutes, so 
sit still and be quiet until you are dismissed. 
Sent in by two upperclassmen who were taught to 
respect those who are speaking, especially college 
professors. 
Pat ... . 
A "thanks-for-your-time-and-patience" pat to Mrs. 
Housden in lhe math department for being there at all 
times when we need to see a real person and one who 
will rake the time ro lend a helping hand. 
Sem in by several students who appreciate 
someone willing to help others. 
Dare ... 
A "team-how-to-use-spell-check" dart to the 
person who wrote the University Program Board 
calendar for November and December. I was shocked 
to see more than 20 spelling mistakes. 
Sent in by a studem neurotic enough to highlight 
and count all of them. 
Pat ... 
A "dios-mio-what-a-perfonnance" pat to Jessica 
Browne-White for her wonderful portrayal of 
Marisol on Friday night. ' 
Sem in by a student who appreciates fine theatre, 
especially when it involves talented actresses like 
Jesstca. 
I 
LETTEH~ T<> THE EI>IT<>H 
Person distributing faulty condoms 
signals need for new speaker policy 
To the Editor: 
Student lives ~ being put in danger by a man on campus. 
Students need to be aw~ of this problem so they can protect 
themselves. There is a man distributing faulty condoms on 
campus. He looks like a nice old man, but don'tlet him fool you. 
The man hands out what he calls "love nuts ... He instructs 
cudents ~ stomp on them for good luck. The only thing the nut 
~uc:es IS a condom with microscopic holes id it I have talked 
w1th a number of students who have received these "lo~ nuts .. 
and tested the condoms - when you fill them with water, the 
condom acts like a fountain and the water comes shooting out of 
fi ve to 10 tiny holes, 
These condoms will not protect you from disease or 
pregnancy. Although most students wouJd know better than to 
use an unwrapped condom, some may not. The moral of the 
OP/ED 
story, like parents always said, .. Don ' t take candy from 
stranaers." This man seems harmless, but he has dangerouS, life-
threatenina intentions. 
This man frequents not only the campus, but area restaurants 
and the the VaUey Mall. Non-university sponsored fanatics are 
on campus regularly, but this non-sponsored man could be 
pulling lives in serious danger. Something must be done to 
control speakers and activists wilhout a university sponsor. 
Columnist's grounds for opposing gay 
marriage weak and unsubstantiated 
To the Edtot: 
In the Oct. 17 1ssue of Th~ Bruu, Nathanael .. Asher Gann" 
Moran writes an argument in favor of the "Defense of Marriage 
Act." however, the only cbing he accomplishes is co further 
perpetuate stereotypical myths. Twice in his article. Moran refers 
to sexual promiscuity as a threat to our society. While I'm not 
one to argue for promiscuity. I do not see bow allowing 
homosexuals to marry into monogamous relationships could 
possibly encourage it. 
Moran also discusses how a homosexual couple can not be fit 
parents. Although I can see how some might be worried al first. 
Moran's arguments are at best weak and at worst offensive. He 
points out chat a male couple would not be able to breast-feed a 
baby. but I would like to add that a heterosexual couple cannot 
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brast-feed an adopted infant eit.ber. He also writes that a lesbian 
couple coold not discipline their children in quite the same way 
that a fa!her could. Do fathers Jet a training book on this that 
tbey forgot to pass out to women? 
Finally, Moran writes "Marriage needs to be defended 
against divorce, crime. drugs. aboctioo. child and spouse abuse, 
ponlOlraphy, infidelity ... " I would agree with him on these 
points, but would like to pose the question of whether the 
"Defense of Marri-ae Act" addresses these issues in any way. It 




Grad discovers The Breeze's quality 
eclipses larger university's paper 
To the Editor: 
1 am a 199S graduace of JMU, and I am now doina my 
graduate work 11 the University of Oregon. U of 0 has 17,000 
people, so you would thtnk it has enough resources to have a 
good campus paper, right? Wrong! ~ Bruu is so far above 
our paper here, TM EJMrald, it's pathetic. 
I miss The Brule and I am so glad that I found it online. 




'Sesame Street' marks ·human progreSs 
The world is most certainly coming to an 
end, or at the very least, a huge crossroads 
with no free right on red. The signs are 
everywhere. 
For example, we' re about to re-elect a 
Democrat to the White House. VMI is now 
recruiting women. Life has been discovered 
on Mars. The Pope finally officially admitted 
there might be something to that wacky 
theory or e~olution after all. The feds decided 
to sue Smithfield Foods for pollution. Dr. 
Kevorkian actually stopped to save 
someone's life a month ago. Tbe United 
States Navy decided to name a srup after a 
woman. UPB actually brought a jau. concert 
to JMU. It's just crazy out there! 
owns "Sesame Street," but they own 
everything else, so why not? Right? Right? 
Hello? · 
But. I digress. "Sesame Street," as we aU 
know, IS an ~ucational program for children. 
It is produced by the Children's Telev1sion 
Workshop and is shown on Public Television. 
The show has been in existence for 28 years 
and bas detigbted children and parents alike 
since its inc:cption. 
The beauty of "Sesame Street .. is very 
simple, really. It teaches children basic 
lessons in reading, counting and simple 
arithmetic. h exposes chem to fascinating 
vignettes of science, history. foreign 
language~. art and music. It portrays other 
.--------------------.people as themselves. Not in 
the usual gratuitously 
multicultural ways, but just as 
people (amazing conc:epc, eb?). 
They've also been doing this 
for the whole 28 years. lona 
before it was cool (or 
profitable) to promote diversity. 
"Sesame Street" simply makes 
kids feel good about 
Shooting the 
Breeze 
- Scott Henrichsen 
._ __________________ _.themselves, about each other 
But what is instantly noticeable about all 
of these thinp, in my humble opinion, is that 
they are aU good things. Maybe we're finally 
• experieocina some positive growth as a nation 
after aU. D8re we hope so? 
I add to all of this an item I recently 
noticed in the news which, to me. symbolizes 
more than anything else the fact that 
t.nanity is progressing. 
That wonderful cast of fuzzy misfits. 
complete with aU of tbeir individual neurotic 
disorders, personality problems and really 
amazing hair (no, not the cast of "Melrose 
Place"), the Moppets, are going Russian. 
Jim Henson's "Sesame. Stftd" is going on 
the road. This is one of the finest pieces of 
what is Jenerally referred to as .. American 
Culture," and in my opinion, is sometbing 
which we sltotdd export. 
First, it is accompanied by ooJy a minimal 
amount of commercialism, unlike Disney, 
whlch is to merchandising as Eagle Hall is to 
emergency vehicles. lrorucaUy, Disney now 
I 
and about learning. 
The cast of Muppet characters who occupy 
the neighbomood are diverse and colorful (I 
mean physically colorful). They represent 
many different socioeconomic backgrounds, 
' ideas and auitudes. They each have areas of 
personal strength as well as weakness. In 
short, they are a lot like people. but they're 
more fun to watch. I 
Enter .. Uiitsa Sezam" (bless you!), which, 
loosely translated, is Russian for "Sesame 
Street. .. For the last six years, the Cbildn:n's 
Television WorkshOp has been woding on a 
Russian version of the show, and it finally 
arrived in Moscow 10 days ago. It stars 
Zeliboba, the Russian Big Bird, wbo sports 
blue feathers and an oran1e nose. Other 
characten include Busya and Kubik (Oscar 
the Grouch and Cootie Monster, perhaps?). 
Yes, I know, Big Bird is supposed to be 
yellow. This show, however, is not simply a 
translated American "Sesame Street." 
Seventy percent of the show is under Russian 
control, including the writing, directing and 
Muppet-making. 
The amount of research that went into 
making the sbow appropriate for the Russian 
kindergarten culture was exhaustive. 
Therefore, Zeliboba is not actually supposed 
to be Big Bird ... he' s supposed to be 
Zeliboba, and is incidentally drawn from 
Russian house spirit folkJore. 
"Ulitsa Sezam" features Aunt Dasha, a 
kindly older woman who watches over the 
courtyard around wruch the show 1s centered. 
It is slightly less urban than the American 
version, but not entirely rural either. Their 
aim is to portray some of what Russia once 
was and what Russia hopes she can become 
again. And, in case you're wondering, Bert 
and Ernie are there, sort or. How do VIas a.nd 
Yenik grab you? 
"Uiitsa Sez.am" is the 17th international 
version of .. Sesame Street" Another version 
is in the worts for Israel as we speak. 1b a 
show of this caliber is being made available 10 
children worldwide is definitely a sip of 
world growth. 
I believe this to be one of Amc:rica's IDOit 
important. exports . .. Sesame Sired's" aim is~ 
create a more educated and aware world 
through its children. Whether by American 
kids singing "Rubber Ducky. you•re the ooe .. 
along with Ernie or through Russian children 
learning their Cyrillic ABCs with ZeHbOba, 
"Sesame Street" is trying to make the world a 
better place. Based on how the news has been 
going these days, it just might be working. 
Perhaps we'll know for sure when the Navy 
decides to name a ship after a female Muppet. 
Scott H~nrichs~n is a senior music 
education major who has always stcr~tly 
admired Bert and Ernie ant$ is no lonter 
afraid to admit it. 
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Left-handed people fight daily oppression 
Why are people always so surprised to learn someone else is 
left-banded? I'm sure nearly everyone has either said or. if 
you're left-banded, heard the phrase sometime in their life, 
"You're left-handed?! I didn't know that!" I've been hearing 
these words ever since I can remember and they still intrigue and 
puzzle me every time I heat them. 
Repose 
-Laura l. Wade 
It shouldn't surprise people so much when they make this 
mo~nt~us discovery. I've know~ I was left-handed for years. 
so 1t 1sn t news to me. It doesn l mean I' m conservative or 
liberal. tall or short. smart or dumb as a rock; it means 1 hold 
pens and pencils in the hand less favored by most people. 
Actually. surveys have found that anywhere from 13 percent to 
30 percent of the world is left handed according to the Lefty Faq 
Homcpage on the World Wide Web. 
We are surrounded by left-handed people. Leaders like 
Mahatma Gandh1, George Bush and Bill Clinton. Movie sta~ 
Uke Tim Allen, Tom Cruise and Jason Alexander. And sports 
figures like Lany Bird and Deion Sanders. People shouldn't be 
so surprised. 
My grievances about left-handedness, however, don't !Je in 
what people say to me. They lie in lhe subtle ways the world 
caters 10 the right-handed folks. Fellow left-handed people, open 
your eyes! We are being merhodically and discretely snubbed out 
of society! OK, maybe l won'l go that far, but you've got to 
admit, this world is a right-handed pllTlldise. 
Think back ... it first became apparent to me that I was 
different in kindergarten when the teacher would say. "OK 
kiddies, let's practice those ABCs. Pick up your pencils with 
your right hand- don't poke each other. No little Laura Leigh, 
put the pencil in your other right hand. That's bener." Well, it 
I 
-
might have been for her, but not for me. and it used to fruslliltc my right hand OK, have you ever tried to write or draw with 
my teachers so much when I'd change back to my left and more your wrong hand, or maybe your feet? This is how awkward th1s 
comfortable hand. 'lituation felt for me. 
The molding undergone in kindergarten is the first step in a But. 1 overcame and now I am ambidextrous with "ntice." But 
long process deiigned to convince children it isn't correct for 1 must warn you, if you use my computer you'll notice the mouse 
them to be different, to be left-handed. Why can't we just be who is happily resting to the left of my computer. If you move it to 
we are? Oops, I'm getting a lillie too the right, please return it to its home when you're finished! 
worked up over this. Thanb. 
Anyway, I'd always end up using my By now. you should recognize the everyday 
left hand My teacher would say. "Fine. If challenges that face left-handed people. So, 
you want to have smudges all over your what's the big deal. you may say? lt's not 
paper and pencil all over your hand, it's fair and there should be change! Or 
dandy with me. but don't cry when your something like that. 
paper is messy and your hand is dirty!" Perhaps, left-handed people should move 
Honestly, that was the least of my for equal equ1pment. We are already treated 
problems. At S years old, I was more the same except for catch nicknames like 
concerned with spelling log and fog "southpaw" and "lefty,'' a nickname proudly 
com:ctly and knowing the difference carried by our head men's basketball c;Dach Mr. 
between them. Driesell. Maybe it would be effective to demand 
Art time created a new problem. legislatiOn that would require every business and 
How many of you knew the classroom to have 13-30 percent of its equipment 
difference between left- and right- be suited to left-handed people. 
handed scissors in kindergarten? or. course 1 could be taking all of this too far. I 
Confidentially. I didn't figure it mean, left-handed people are basically just like 
out until I was 12. but by then, I everyone els.e. You can't pick them out of a crowd. 
had learned to use my right unless they are one of the famous people previously 
hand anyway. mentioned. 
Another prominent problem l...t We've always made do with things the way they 
school brought to my attention was (JJt-4 t.. I¥ are, so we can probably keep the world status quo and 
the non-availability of left-handed desks. I :..tD£1op1171017 . not get overly ticked. I'd rather keep things they way 
didn't know they existed until high school. Even then. ~d11o,. they are then to create yet another way to identify and 
there wasn't but probably two or three in a classroom, if any. It's discnminate agamst people. 
a little better here, in some places. I can honestly say out of my Maybe we should all stop and think about this a moment. It 
14 112-year school career, I've probably worked in desks that are would be best if we just kept it simple. I shouldn't have to 
des1gned for me less than 200 times. It's just sad. 1 feel 1nt.roduce myself as "Lautjl L. Wade, 19-years-old, left-handed. 
repressed. heterosexual, moderate and short" 
One of the situations I find most annoying these days is the A person's name and personality ~an tell so much more. 
placement or the mouse at computer work stations. Over the 
summer 1 worked a secretarial job where the mouse was located 
to the right of the computer I used. ll could not be moved. for 
rear of upsetting earth's balance, so I had to learn to use it with 
LAura L. Wadt is a soplwnwre mass commw1ication mnjqr 
and tht opinion ,ditor who is trying to find out if bting ltft-
honded givu htr sclwlorship opportunittts. 
kPrngoyoyo.COI!!: KPAfbJ ~-mall to _ 
8 ~the ln-Stt• Gall\ C:..,.,ean tor two. 
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It'~ that cnuy tinie of year again! 
The t1me when it's socially accepted. 
almost respectable, for women to 
dress like whores and sluts. The time 
when men try their hardest to 
encourage such costumes. The time 
when annoying tricks appear almost 
humorous. Yes. folks, Ha11oween is 
upon us again. 
It' s in all thi s insanity that 
Halloween differs from other 
holidnys. Owing this one day of the 
year, you get to do just about 
whatever you want and get away 
with it. Halloween allows us to be 
k1ds again and. boy, do we ever lake 
advantage of it. Here are some 
memories we all probably share ... 
Digging out pumpkin guts 
Pumpkins are the quinte.~ential 
symbol of Ha11oween. After hours of 
picking out the perfect pumpkin 
("No - that one has a little dirt spot 
on the bottom left hand side that no 
one would see uoJess they had been 
in~pccting it for hours like I have") 
you return home with a triumphant 
glow and make everyone who stops 
by take a look at this absolutely 
perfect pumpkin you spent hours 
picking out. 
s, 
And the pumpkin sits proudly on 
the front porch until th:ll dreadful 
day- the day it turns into a jnck-o-
lantern. 
The first maJOr step in carving is 
d1gging out the pumpkin guts. This 
is usually highly anuc1pated by the 
carver- there's just something 
about the moist mucus of the orange 
fruit that brings back the memories 
of pumpkins past. But for some 
reason, there is this momentary 
hesitation aoina in {or the fll'Sl dig. 
Somewhere in the back of your 
mind, there is a little voice 
questioning the afety of the hands 
as they enter Of course this is 
quickly overcome, and the carving 
commences. 
Now. many carvers create an 
image in their minds of what this 
innocent pumpkin i going to look 
like once it is attacked with a 
carving scalpel. Tfle eyes and nose 
usua11y comply with the master plan. 
But then you hit the most feared of 
all facial features- the mouth. 
There's just something about the 
mouth that turns so-called 
profess1onal pumpkin carvers into 
amateurs. 
The pumpkin mutilation reaches a 
(left) Harrisonburg's craveyard, on East Market Street, Is spooky this time of year. 
Jim Harper and sophomore Pam Albanese celebrate In costume at Catholic Campus Mi 
tsan 
commentary by Jen Nowltzky/ photos by Jen Baker and Danlelle 
difficulty level that even a gold 
medal Olymp1c diver would have 
hardships overcoming. Your top lip 
quivel'S, thereby making your whole 
body shake, finally culminating in 
the fingers (previously metacarpcls 
of steel) where tragedy stnkes. The 
mouth may lose •ts teeth. the knife 
may drift up the nose and create 
whole new disasters. So. the mouth 
is an ever-changing feature of the 
jack-o-lantem that alters with every 
slice of the knife. 
Then the jack-o-lantern sits on the 
porch until rowdy teenagers swarm 
the neighborhood Halloween night 
and smash it into a disgusting glob 
of goo. 
The costume parade 
In elementary school, your 
costume was key because it was 
worn all day When you put 11 on at 
about 4:30 a.m., in over-anticipation 
of the big day. you knew the 
costume was not coming off your 
body until trick-or-treating had come 
to an end. 
Now, choosing the costume was 
always tricky, because no matter 
how much time you put into the 
costume. no matter how much 
creativity was involved. there were 
always handfuls of classmates 
dressed as the same thing, and there 
was olwo)s someone who looked 
even better. And it sucked! 
But, eventually you gol over this 
little hint of jealousy because you 
knew lingering just around the 
comer was the event you had been 
waiting for since last year, the event 
that has happened at every 
element.ory school every single year 
since Halloween was invented. the 
event children from any part of the 
country can relate to - the famous 
Halloween costume parade. 
This was the eYCnt where about S 
million little kids pranced around the 
entire school showing everybody the 
costume they'd spent hours 
preparing. the event which occurred 
after an entire day of coloring in 
pumpkins and bats. 
It was the greatest day of the year 
(running a close second to the last 
day of the school year). 
But, back to the parade. Up in the 
front. leading the mob of kids 
through the halls was the herd of 
witches. Yes. every single teacher 
(in such a lack of originality) dressed 
In a long black dress, an even longer 
Elvi111 hair w1g. :s 
token broom ("' i 
acceptable w1tch 
complete) 
So. there. thmu~h 
elementary school, 
as carbon cop1es 
paraded by. 
That obnoxious 
So afler all th1s 
time to tnck-or·t 
was finally ""J'""""• 
pumpkin hol<lell~·a 
and the nght foot 
door wheo mom 
fOIJOl something ... 
.. 1 know. I'll be 
you yelled while leapi 
door. only to be . 
forceful gnp. She 
Of that obnOXIOUS 
over your body '"h'''-'" 
with her, "Mom. 
will have to wear 
friends' paren~ 
stuff. I'm gonna look 
Of course. Mom 
you scurned out 1he 
knowing full well 
run, u didn't matter 
as you got around 
ON 
Freshmen Jill Sclaronl and 
11 .......... haunted house Saturday. 
Jumptnc out at Its visitors, this clown Is part of 
the haunted house run by the Harrisonburg 
Jaycees every year. Halloween nleht will be the 
last nletJt the haunted house run1. 
tape would be hi tory. 
Candy 
Back in the golden days of youth, 
trick-or-treating wns relatively easy. 
You simply ran from one house to 
another grabbing as much candy as 
possible. 
You alwnys knew a good house 
when you got to the door. There 
were two stand-outs. By far the best 
were the houses that put a ba.o;ket of 
candy on the front porch with a little 
note that said 'please take just one.' 
Yeah, right. 
But. runnena a close second, were 
the houses where a person came to 
the door with a big bowl of candy 
and said, "TaL.e as much as you 
wanL" 
Competition was always a big 
part of the Halloween season. 
Anyone who has a sibling knows the 
importance of both quality and 
quantity when it comes to candy. 
First and foremost. quantity wa~ key. 
The first thmg bro' or sis' sees is the 
amount - the more. th~ better. 
But, if your candy supply was 
less than the kinfolk, you could 
redeem yourself in quality. The more 
well-known the brand of candy. the 
more points it would bring. And 
none of the annoying "treats" like 
toothbrushes. 'apples or even 
pennies. 
But anyway. there came a point 
when just getting candy and eating it 
became difficult. Nationwide panic 
struck the country when pins, bugs, 
drugs, snap peas and even balloons 
were found in children's candy. 
(Okay, so this is pushing it a little, 
but you get the idea.) 
But the point is, there was 
something in this candy and, gosh 
darnit, Mom was going to find it. 
She inspected every single piece of 
candy with a magnifying glass. One 
by one, each Snickers. package of 
C¥tdY com and little Double Bubble 
gum was inspected with the utmost 
care and precision. (Dad, 
meanwhile. was sneaking pieces 10 
has pockets.) 
And that was pretty much 
Halloween in a pumpkin shell. So 
this year when you show up to ~flat 
big party and f111d 10 people dres.c;ed 
up the same as you (and that 
annoying someone who looks even 
better), shrug and know that this 
cannot be helped - the spirit of 
Halloween is still intact. 
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One of the many scary chantcten at the Jaycee's haunted house 
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For area youth, Halloween is a time for treating others 
by Diane Ferguson 
contributi1J.8_ writu __ 
Four young girls cautiously 
approach~d th~ door, clutchtng 
~mpty plo.stic bags. Ont! of th~m. Erin 
Usk.v, was bold ~nough to ring th~ 
doorb~ll but sanlc bock mto th~ saf~ty 
of th~ group as sht h~ard Jut 
approaching. A sm1lmg woman in a 
loou drt!SS op~n'd the door and 
grut~d tM girls. In chorus they said. 
"Trirlc or tr~ot, " oruJ thor adtkd, "so 
othus can ~at!" 
They weren't dressed in Power 
~ger costumes or as Bameys. They 
didn't rummage through people's 
candy d1shes for their favorite 
chocolates. The)( went as themselves 
• and were asking for others. 
On Oct. 26, I 0 youth groups. 
equahng about 100 trick-or-treaters 
from the Harrisonburg area, jomed 
together for the 01nth annunJ service 
project, ''Trick or treat. so others can 
eat" Middle school students, sixth 
through eighth 8rade. went door to 
door collecting canned food from 
area residents 
The projeot is run by First 
Presbyterian's Director of Christian 
Education Skip · Hastings He 
organiLeS the route~ ~o the trtck-or-
treaters don't overlap. He also 
organizes a pany for the youths that 
takes place afterward at Mr Gatti's 
Pizza. 
MaJora Hu ffman, an e1ghth 
grader at Montevideo Middle School. 
has panicipated in the event for two ... 
years. She related one story about a 
man who "was really nice because he 
asked where we were from and said 
he had gone to First Presbyterian . .. 
and he would have driven if he had 
known ... He gave us five cans." 
Huffman then confessed the man 
had also mentioned the Boy ScoutS 
had come by the previous day and 
reheved him of all his good food, and 
all he had left was brussel sprouts. 
"He seemed glad to get rid of the 
brussel sprouts," she said. 
The collected food was donated 
to two different Harri so n burg 
shelters, The Patchwork Pantry at 
Community Mennonite Church and 
The Food Bank at the Blessed 
Sacrament Catholic Church. About 
2.000 cans were collected, according 
to Becky Stanley, an associate with 
Youth and Massanutten Presbyterian 
Church 
Stanley has worked for MPC 
stnce the end of September, and this 
was her first year participating in the 
proJect Stanley related a story about 
a group of trick-or-treaters who had 
knocked on the door of a very special 
f;~mily. The family had once received 
ass1stance from the food banks that 
they could now help through 
donations. 
Matt Harrison. an eighth grader 
from Montevideo Middle school, 
said , "Collecting food for the 
homeless makes me feel good inside. 
I've done it for three years." 
Learning certain values isn't the 
only benefit of serv1ce proJects. 
When asked what her favorite part of 
trick or treating was. Huffman asked, 
"Honestly? When we have the Mr. 
Galli Land party afterwards." She 
said she enjoyed geuing to know the 
kids from other churches and malting 
new fnends. 
The back room of Mr. Galli's 
Pizza was set aside for the tnck-or-
treaters who tore into the pilZM and 
then dove into the video games with 
greasy fingers. 
They came away with pointed 
teeth (plastiC, not from the pizza), 
oversized toothbrushes (not related to 
the pointy teeth), a glittery baton 
(used to whack a boy who tried to 
steal an oversized tooth brush) and 
ocher novelty 1tems. 
"1 like being with my friends and 
stuff," Beth Loker, an eighth grader 
at Montevideo. said. She said her 
favorite activity of the year IS being 
able to go outside and be with ocher 
people. 
Youth service projects, like 
''Trick or treat, so others can eat," 
satisfy both the des1res or the youth 
and the community need for food 
donations for the winter months. 
Stanley said. Area youth groups offer 
outJetS for youngsters to be together 
construCtiVely. 
But for the day. Loker sa1d her 
favorite memory was of a man who 
had beautiful furniture . He had given 
the trick-or-treaters several cans and 
let them peek at hiS immaculate 
house. She was impressed with his 
generosity, she said, but was won 
jEN BAUIII.rkf1 phmngraphtr 
Front·yerd decor.tlona auch • theM creepy Jl'hMtOMI are 
meant to apook tome t.rtck-or-treaten. 
over by h1s decor. give up. Such donations helped to till 
Each youth told stories of the up bag after bag of food for the 
kindness of strangers who answered hungry. 
door~ wh1le they were watch1ng Stanley talked about how much 
football games on telev1sion. Stanley. the community appreciates the 
laughing, recalled a story about a ch1ldren. Tiley filled their food sacks 
family who gave a very impressed and returned smile for smile. This 
group of tnck-or-uuters a huge bag year's ''Trick or treat, so others can 
of cook1es. What made it so eat" wa~ a success for the 
impress1ve was the number of small community, area youth group~. local 
ch1ldren runnmg around in front of food banks, those helped, and most 
the house where the cookies were i mportanl ly. the middle school 
g1 ven out. The trick-or-treaters children. she said. 
thought the cookies meant a lot more "An~ time there are 10 different 
comi ng from a household. where youth groups working together, th:u 





by Maggie Wdter 
unior writer 
. Charlie Brown may be a &ood man, but his 
stngle-shect gho~t costume ju'\l doesn't cut it 
thisyw. 
For the Peanut!': gang. Halloween costumes 
are a simple .shett over the head, but at JMU, 
~orne students take their Hallo\loleen costumes 
much more seriously 
Take junior Nawhl Skjelljord for instance. 
She wants to be an angel and is dctcnnined to 
cam her wings. " I love to go full out If I'm 
going to be an angel, I'm going to have the 
white gown, the win~ and all," Skjelfjord said 
as she unfolded a pan of plastic white wings at 
Glen's Fair Price Store, lnc. 
Skjelfjord isn ' t the only student with 
heavenly aspirations when it comes to dressing 
up. According to Melinda Bare. an employee at 
Glen's Fair Price who orders hundreds of 
costumes every year, college students are some 
of the most focused customers when it CORle$ to 
c;electing costumes. 
"College kids know what they want when 
they come in here, and they don't .scrimp. They 
go full ~t with accessories and make-up, too," 
Bare saJd. 
For many students, cost is not a big 
consideration when selecting costumes, Bare 
said. ··we ~ on college students. They are 
our biggest rentals and generally the biggest 
spenders on Halloween oosrumes." 
At Glen's, rubber masks go from $19.99 to 
$70, and costume rentals range from about $15 
to $50 for a one-day rental. At Wal-Mart, most 
co tumes cost under $25, according to Assistant 
Manager Tim White. . 
But pinpointing the cost of a costume is 
diffucult, ~;)are said, because people usually 
adorn costumes with a range of accwories 
c;uch as wig5, hats, swords and make-up. 
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MAGGIE WELTER!rtmur phtllfiRruplltr 
Males 8dom the Wills and ~ of Glen's Fair Prtce Store, Inc. waJtlng for the chance to scare everyone on Halloween. 
When it comes to Halloween spending, Also popular thts year are matching around with her costume Monday. Friend Val 
college students aren't the only ones who spend costumes for coupJes. "Couples are gotng as Alvarez, senior. helped her try on a black wig 
spooky amounts of money. According to the barbarians and Frankenstein and his bride," with long stringy hatr. " Do 1 look like an 
National Retail Association, Amencans spend Bare said. Egypt tan?" Fowlkes asked. 
$2.5 billion a year on Halloween costumes, As she stood surrounded by the 1,000 J do h · 1 th be r d d ust wn t e ats e, ree mem rs o Alpha 
can y, ecorations and parties. At Glen·~. .costumes that make Glen 's look like a wax Si~ma Alpha were planning a group costume 
Halloween even rivals Christmas for the highest museum, Bare spotted one of her favonte new "We're going as the YMCA village people.~ 
revenue-generating holiday, Bare said. costumes. "It's Ernest;' she satd looking at the freshman Alyssa Kenealy said. 
So what costumes ore students spending replicate of the "Ernest Goes to Camp" star. · Junior Mike Earls and hts buddy Jtm Cox, 
their green on tllis year? most famous for his slfying,"Know what I sent or, were also planning coordtnntcd 
"1lle hot thing for college girls seems to be mean, Vern?' costumes. 
the Harem belly dancers, the Cleopatra · Though Glen's was packed with students Earls is going as Charlie Brown. with "one 
Egyptians and the flapper dres.\CS. The guys are hunting for the right costume Monday, many single hair on my head. and a yellow T·shtn 
going as gangsters or priests." students purchase or rent COStumes as early os with a swishy black line," and CoJt is going ao, 
As with any election season, the Clinton and Sept. I, Bare said. · Ltnus 
Dole masks are popular. Glen's also carries a "We have some costumes that nrc one of a But these Peanuts Jook-alikes said they have 
Hillary mask,.but no Elizabeth Dole: most mask kind, and students will be in here early no plans to spend Halloween night waiting in a 
manufactures won't replicate her in rubber reserving those. They don't play around," she pumpkin patch for the· Grent Pumpkin. they'll 
unless her husband wins the presidency, Bare smd. be at party -and yes Ltnus will have hi s 
said. But senior Allison Fowlkes was playing security blanket. 
Flavorful exhibit percolates at Zirkle House 
During the nell two weeks, Zirkle House 
vtsitors will be wtnned by three colorful new 
e'(hibiu and a steamina cup of joe. Placed in 
the gallery because of senior artist Ben 
Proctor's desire to have it as pan of his exhibit. 
lhe coffee only enhances the friendly 
atmos~. The displays strongly emphasize 
unique, fulfillina flavors. 
'1'be pieces look so personal, yet inviting at 
the same time," sophomore visitor Meg 
Vort.hman said. 
Undergraduate artists Proctor, Kimberly 
Hathaway and Frank Duff show their wort io 
Zirkle House until Nov. 7. 
The Other Gallery, featuring Proctor's 
printmaking designs, contains ~ varied group of 
canoon-like images. Proctor, an art major, used 
printing processes such as silkscreens. intaglio. 
linocuts and lithographs to create his pieces. 
The crisp, defined silkscreen "Hook, Line 
and Sinker" contains a worm sporting 
sunglasses and a figure that resembles President 
Bill Clinton. 
Proctor said the figure, which has an anchor 
roped around his necktie, was not intenda.l to 
spectfically convey Clinton, but some other 
prints are very politically orienccd. 
Proctor's wort stems from a composition 
sketchbook. in which be draws images lbal pop 
into hi~ head ... I'm inspired by things I see and 
by m~ interpretations of situattons," Proctor 
said. "1' m an artist because of personal 
enjoyment" 
Since last semester. some of his paintings 
have been displayed in the Steakhouse ... French 
Roast,. is a simple, amusing pen and ink 
featuring a wrinkled, veiny man lying on a 
hospital bed. The man. injected with a French 
Roast-supplying'J.V .• resembles Jim Carrey's 
disfigured, defeaaed "The RKidler." 
Incorporated through images of coffee pots, 
coffee mugs and drops of liquid, coffee appears 
in several prints and titJes, includjng '"The Bean 
of My Existence" and "IOW-30 ... 
While Proctor llses recurring symbols, 
Hathaway focuses on recurring structures 
Hathaway's abstract wall hangings, which 
resemble stiff, padded place mats, are layered 
paper forms with thin strips of paper arranged 
on the top level. 
Her paper work. located in the Artworks 
Gallery, originated from ideas about Japanese 
architecture, aerial land views and Amish 
quilts, acconling to Hathaway. 
.. , Wish I Was a Seagull" is a horizontal 
piece with a navy blue, sea green background 
with thin, purple and brown strips lining the 
bottom edge. Stepping back and observing the 
entire wort, one can imagine the view of the 
earth through a soarina aeapll's eyes. 
Included in her display, Hathaway posted a 
description of papermaking and her own 
intentions regarding the exhibiL 
'"The cutting of strips and the arrangement of 
color are two essential pans of my work," 
Hathaway wrote. "I am trying to achieve a 
harmony amongst the wide variety or hues." 
Hathaway. a junior art major who had a 
drawing piece in the Sawhill Gallery 
undergraduate show, said her work focuses on 
doorways and their effects. 
"My art deals with leaning towards the light 
and finding the right way tllrough something." 
While drawing is direct, she e~tplained, 
papermaking involves dying pulp, pressing 
sheets, cutting pieces and stabilizing the work 
with a back piece. 
Duff. djsplaying a complementary paper 
exhibit to Hathaway's in the Artworks Gallery, 
also uses a sequential, technical process to form 
his work. 
Durrs brightly colored pteccs, made from 
molds of ground cotton pulp, feature people and 
the fate of society. 
""They are compositions of nature and human 
h?tory, and the way we keep creattng the same 
dtsasters over and over again," Duff said . 
According to Duff, the exhibit's religious 
overtones and simple ties to the Book of 
Revelations were subconscious instincts. 
"Eat Drink and Be Merry"' consist~ of four 
jolly, round men drinking at a table. Subtle wire 
crosses lie on the bottom edge of the frame. 
JEFF CLARK/sUJ/1 phbtogrophu 
Junior KJmberty Hathaway displayed her 
abstract Pill* fonns at Zlrtde House. .... 
Rough pieces of glass and plastic flowers 
border the work. 
Each of his creations contains objeclo; mixed 
with the paper: copper, glass, plastic, wood. 
mirrors, figures and magazine chpptngs 
Statements, written by Duff and focusing on the 
an's theme, accompany each piece. 
"The Ebb and Flow of Human History" is 
junior Sara Duensing's favorite work. -
"It's a happy, brilliant piece with cheerful 
textures. They jump out at you," Duensing said 
Duff, a senior who displayed paintings in 
Zirkle House in '94, has significant patnltng 
skills evident 10 every design. The armngemertl... 
and blend of colors is breathtaking. 
Many or the creation s have decorative 
edging that resembles the detailed sculpting 























GET OUT OF 
H you're really concerned 
about your health, give your safety 
belt a workout It's the best 
exercise we lmow- to keep you 
and your medical costs-
fran going through the roof. 
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ZETA TAU ALPHA HELD THEIR •TH ANIIUAL 
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'the 1st ann"'ol 
Sie•na Kappa "Metl"<OI"):' 
Walk fol" Alz~witn(U1 s 
• " t k I L 1seosc oo p ace fnis past 
Sat"'""da):'. The 5K wt\lkf.,."'n 
. spanned the 3Mf.A camp"'s, 
beginning and ending at the 
nvocatiot'\ Centcl", Sieve PeHi 
AKL ond Michelle ro .. d of Sigma 
n...ar·nu" won theil" l"espedive divi 
o $20 gift ce..tifict\le to Spank):'' 
, ...... , .... ru • The Memol"):' Walk is 
~ ~ Delta Gamma will beqin 
v their 8'th annual •.Ancllor 
Splagh• fund-raiser for the 
(<)\ SDvice for Sight 
V Foundation this weekend: 
Festivities ldck-off 
S~y, Nov 2nd and conclude 
on Friday, November 8'th with the 
always popular Mr. & Ms. Anchor 
Splash competition. ~ year'sr 
activities include volleybaiL_})OO! 
~the~ Beautiful Sgesr" 
contest (on the Common9) asr well 
as the aforementioned Mr. & Ms. 
P~eant. "n\8 Pageant will begin 
at g p.m.. Novemlier 8'th at 
Grafton-Stovall 
Admission is $3.00. 
desi9ned to l"aise awareness of 
.,.....,.,, .. ~imer's disease. The .::>tc~l'nca• 
Kappa Fol.4ndation is the 3.,.d 
rgest donafol" to Al2heimel"1 
Delta Gemma would 
Wcs to wish an 
l"eseai"C~ with a ll P"'oceeds 
fi"'m this event going to 
the Al2heime.,.'s 
Association. 
==~ to a fun1iDed week. 
"The Greek Comer" is 
published every Thursday in the 
Breeze. If you wish to make an 
announcement. please contact 
Jon Judah at x4019 by 12 p.m. 
the Monday prior to publication. 
Film 
1Michael Collins: a solid yet 
simplified historical epic 
by B~at Bowles 
staf[writu 
Tbe history that has unfolded in 20th-century Ireland is certainly ripe for dramatic treatment, and writer-director Neil Jordan has pulled no punches in "Michael Collins." 
His ~istoric~l epic is chock full of soaring melodrama and 
roanng act1on expected of David Lean and Richard 
Attenborough. 
f{ 1·: , .,,.: \\ 
But sound and fury do not an epic make, and while Jordan's 
~creenplay certainly skims the surface of Collins's efforts in 
bringing about the first Anglo-Irish treaty and molding the Irish 
Republican Army, his technical mastery cannot overshadow the 
perilous lack of character development 
In a role that will probably gamer him an Oscar nomination 
(he won the Venice Film Festival's Best Actor award), Liam 
Neeson plays Collins in a perfonnance as full of passion and 
gusto as anything seen on screen this year. Neeson's appearance 
1s perfectly suited to the part - he exudes the air of august 
mtellectual ("Schilfdler's List") and heroic swashbuckler ("Rob 
Roy"), combining them with his rich vocal bravado to construct 
Ireland's controversial champion. 
Neeson does an extraordinary job of infusing the patriotic 
passion of Ireland's revolutionaries into the role, and in doing 5o 
unconsciously drags the viewer away from the less-than-herOIC 
side of the Collins debate. CoUins is, after all, the father of 
modem guerrilla warfare. 
The one problem in this historic portrayal lies not in the 
performance of its leading actor but in the Jet th to which Jordan 
e~tposes this figure. The film starts off imn cdiately as Collins 
participates in the Easter Rebellion of 19. 5. The audience is 
gwen no ins1ght into Collins's childhood or how he was nused. 
Even the best historical dramas that center on a single figure 
portrayed on a grand scale, including Lean's "Lawrence of 
Arabia" and Mel Gibson's "Braveheart," provide some ghmpse 
into the genesis 9f their central character, be it in childhood or 
young adulthood. 
Jordan's writing is not adequately complex to successfully 
convey Collins without a look at the character's growth. And 
though Jordan is successful at g1ving us Collins the 
revolutionary, who desires peace but is not afraid to use violence. 
the crucial element is omitted; Jordan never lets us see how this 
violence, which is admiuedly not Collins's preferred option, 
affects this man. 
Collins is built mostly by his interacttons with three 
supporting characters, none of which are explored to the 
necessary depths. Jordan aives the audience no ongin of 
Collins's relationship with Harry Boland {Aidan Quinn): lhey are 
best friends, and will of course be tom apart by romance and the 
Irish civil war. Eamon DeVaJera (a sl~py Alan Rickman), who 
would eventually become the pres1dent of the Irish Free State), 
seems at times there not for htstorical or political accuracy. but to 
act as a springboard to show Collins's extremism. 
The most quixotic role in the film is Kitty. the romantic 
interest of both Collins and Boland, who contributes to their 
respect1ve tsolauon Juha Roberts plays Kitty quite well and 
diffuse- the Juha Roberts-cuteness that could have destroyed the 
film. Unfonunately. her role seems oddly disconnected from the 
rest of the picture. The romantic and the political are totally 
autonomous and never quite gel together. 
And while the writer Jordan may be lacking', the director 
Jordan has certainly shown some ev1dence of talent that was 
absent from his last film. the abomination "Interview With the 
Vampire." He frames his scenes beautifully, and effortlessly 
combines intimate, shadowed character moments with amazing. 
explosive battle sequences. He artfully brought out of retirement 
cinematographer Chris Menges. who fills Jordan's camera angles 
with lush hues and exquisite detail. 
Tbe final quarter of the film is concerned wtth the c1vil war 
that erupts between Irish Catholics and English Protestants 
following Collins's negotiation of the treaty (which created the 
Jrish Free State but left volatile Northern Ireland under the 
British crown). The banle 1s stunnina and possesses an uncanny 
level of reat;sm since it was shot on the actual Dublin locations. 
It is hert that "Michael Collins'' develop~ an almo~l fatal fl3w. 
The conflict born 1n this c:lvil war IS, for the most part, a conflict 
of religion. Jordan plays it safe by not mdulging at all in the 
religion issues; there is no mention of religion anywhere In this 
picture. So the true mollvation for the conflict in which the 
audience is drawn so masterfully by tmage IS absent. and hence 
the political and m1liury battle seems distress~ngly aloof. 
"Michael Collins" moves at an amazingly brisk pace and 
could easily stand another 45 minutes added to its already two-
and-a-quarter-hour running time. 
But though its lead character is not explored to an entirely 
successful level and its director refuses to touch on the religious 
aspect of this monumental conflict that is still relevant today, 
"Michael Collins" is a well-made and exceptionally performed 
histoncal epic. The acung is superb on all accounts. and the film 
sports beautiful cinematography and a haunting, lyrical music 
score (by contemporary composer Elliot Goldenthal). 
Those who seelt out Jordan's film for absolute historical 
accuracy may be slightly disappointed, but as a generalized 
bJstory lesson and an old-fashioned Hollywood ep1c, "Michael 
Collins" fits the bill. 
Lifting their voices in song to raise money 
by Slwmon Pott 
contributing writtr 
We've all been there. Next week is your friend Kim's 
birthday, and you have no clue what to get her. Last year you 
bought her flowers, so that's out of the question. You thought 
about balloons. but who wants those annoying things floating 
around the room for the next two weeks? To top it all off, you 
look in your wallet and realize you don't even have enough 
money to buy a burrito and a caret. After all, you're a college 
student .•. your lucky to have enough money for books. _ L 
The Keyboard Association, an organization within the :school 
of Music, IS offering Happy Birthday singing telegrams during 
the 1996-'97 school year in an effort to raise funds . All the 
money they raise goes to the Keyboard Association to fund guest 
performers.The service costs SS and includes a serenade from 
about 16 to 20 singers as well as a professionally pnnted 
c~ruficate. 
"It's a neat gift lhat's fun and affordable, especially for 
college students who are financially strapped," said sophomore 
piano performance major Sherlee Huang, founder of the singing 
telegram service. Huang s11d the idea sprang from a. singi~g 
telegram fundraiser held by an organiZAIJon she was 1n while 
attending l..ake Braddock Hi&h School in Burke. 
The group of singers is made up of volunteers. most of whom 
are not members of the Keyboard Association. Tht$ diverse 
group, ranging from freshmen to fi fth-year seniors. has been 
pracljcing for weeks. They sing "Happy Birthday" to the tune 
of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" in SATB (soprano. alto, tenor 
and bass) a capella style. 
"Sherlee [Huang) tiM done a really good job at organizing 
this whole thing," said junior mus1c industry major and 
Keyboard Associat1on President Jenny Noel 
The response to the singing telegrams has been poSilive 
considering the Keyboard Association has not yet begun to 
w1dely advertise on campus. The group has performed 10 
singing telegrams in the last week and a half. according to 
Huang. One of those singing telegrams was performed for 
junior musical education maJOr Betsy Ktpperman. Some of her 
Sigma Alpha Iota pledge members, as well as her little sister, 
freshman Sarah K1pperrnan. purchased the teleyam. 
"Sherlee [Huang) had prearranged it with the teacher. and 
we basically walked into Betsy's clas and serenaded her. She 
)'las very surprised," Sarah Kipperman said. 
When asked how she felt being on the receiving end of a 
singing telegram, Be(sy Klpperman said, " I was so 
embarrassed. I was so red, but I was really excited because it 
was from my pledge class and my little sister." 
To give someone a singing telegram, it's important to call in 
advance to order as well as verify the recipient will be home at 
TilE BREEZE 'ThWS<by,Oa. 31, 1996"21 ___ _ 
Ghost: Seen and heard 
by Julian Walker 
contributing writ~r 
"Introducing the Ghost Face Killaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaaah/ no 
one could get1lla' :· 01' Dirty Ba tard said. 
Ghost Face Killah, a.k.a Tony Starks, a k.a The Iron Man 
drops his firSt solo LP. and it is a true gem m the trndjtion of the 
Wu Tang Clan IRONMAN marks the fifth solo LP from the Wu 
since 1993's platmum Entu tiU! 36 Chambtrs Ghost's l..P is a 
continuation of the Wu Gambino genre that was first heard on 
Raekwon's Only Built 4 Cuban Llnx. IRONMAN IS similar to 
Raekwon's LP 10 many ways. yet it has its own original nava. 
This LP contains the same three rhymers that predominated on 
Raekwon's Only Built 4 Cuban Luu, Ghost, Raekwon and 
Cappadonna. 
-
The trademark of this album. like all produced by the RZA. 
are the beats. The RZA 1S a musical genius. The Wu 1s an 
octopus - the RZA IS the head and the eight members are 
tentacles. The head needs the tentacles to move around. but the 
Jentacles would not surv1 ve wirhout the head. The RZA"'• 
produces the beats for each separate LP to march the particular 
Wu members vo1ce, rhymes and persona. 
In "Assassmauon Day" the RZA shint's as a producer and a ~ 
rhymer. The beat is full of dusty piano riffs. a RZA trademark: 
while he says. "You could never master this inv1nC1ble/Wu Tang 
indispensable/one nat1on under God, indivisible/with liberty and 
justice/the m1c is 10 my clutches ... " 
On first listening, the song that stands out most ts "Camay," 
featuring aU three. The beat moves methodically and samples 
R&:B singer Teddy Pendergrass' "Can't We Try." This song is 
in the same format as "Ice Cream," from Raekwon's album. It 
has the same three lyricists, and is about lhe same subJtCt 
''Camay" can easily be considered "Ice Cream: pan two." Each 
rhymer on "Camay" shmes impress1vely. "What fabric is that?/ 
it's only wool and rayonllipsuck crayon/fly . Fahrenheit spray on 
. " Raekwon says. 
Cappadonna says. "She's elegantlpreny eyes. glasses, 
intelligent/whispered in my ear that she's celibate/whispered 
back to her ear/we don't have to go there ..• " However. 1t IS 
Ghost who displays his full array of lyrical finesse. He begins 
on the off beat. h1s trademark 1n other songs like "Glaciers of 
Ice," and says ··What's happemn' brown sugar/saJd you look so 
good today ... " "Can you cook darhng?/at the stove you're a 
marvin/baked macaron1/turkey wmgs a nigga's starving ... " 
IRONMAN contains two songs previously released on movie • 
soundtrach " Mutherless Ch1 rd" from "Sunset Park" and 
"W1nter Wan" from the "Don' t Be A Menace . " The most 
moving song is '"All That I Got Is You," featuring Mary J. Blige 
This song rccall!o the struggle of Ghost's childhood on the New 
York streets, growing up without food and clothes, and how 11 
made him develop into a man . It displays Ghost's true 
storytelling ab11ity and dehvers a message of humility The • 
lilting beat and Bilge's vocals add sorrow. This song is also a 
message to young people. especially minorities. dealing with 
issues they c:~n ident1fy with. The message is to never forget 
where you came from. 
IRONMAN contains all of the elements necessary to be a hit. 
It d1splays Ghost's lyrical abilitit.) and shows he is a force in the 
Wu empire. This LP has the songs w1th the Iynes that make you 
think, and 11 has the songs that get the crowd hype at a party. 
The RZA has done it once again . 
The Wu saga conunues ... 
AL YSON HO FER!staff photogropllu 
The Keybo.-cl Society serenades Betay Klpperman on 
her birthday, surprising her In the music building. 
the designated time 10 receive the telegram. Currently. the 
telegrams have only been delivered on campus, but plans are 
underway to expand the service to students livmg off campus as 
well. For information or to order a singing telegrnm. call Huang 
alll5941. 
.f 
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• KYLE BUSS/s~nior phlJto1raphtr 
JMU forward Lauren Strttzlatretcbes to &et the ball before Vl ... nla Tech &oalkeeper Hope Handley. 
Dukes warm up for finale 
with 3-0 defeat ofVa. Tech 
by Manny Rosa 
contributing..:.:w:..:.r.:.:il.:.~:...r __ _ 
Arter ~uffering a 3-1 loss at the 
hands of 12th-ranked University of 
North Carolina-Greensboro Saturday, 
the JMU women's ~occer team 
~ought to get itself back on track 
against Virginia Tech in a non -
conference match u Reservo1r Street 
Field Tuesday. 
The 3-0 victory improved the 
17th-ranked Dukes record to 12-4-2, 
but perhaps more importantly, it gave 
them a much-needed hot in the arm 
gomg into the season's stretch run. 
Not only did the win aaainst its 
Mate rivals renew the confidence 
JMU lacked in recent games, but it 
could serve as a springboard for the 
Dukes into the Colonial Athletic 
As~;oc1ation Tournament. The 
tournament winner IS given an 
au tomatic bid to the NCAA 
tournament 
"Our confidence h~ been down a 
Iuiie bit lately," senior midfielder 
Kmti Palmaccio !iaid. "Our goal in 
this game was to shut them out, and 
that 's what we did." 
Senior defender Jen Cuesta gave 
JMU to a 1-0 lead 25:39 into the 
contest, when her 18-yard shot 
deflected off Hokte's defender 
Aimee Stonack and tnto the net past 
jumor goalkeeper Hope Handley .. 
The Dukes continued to get scoring 
chances in the Tech goal area but 
failed to conven. 
Despite pulling pressure on 
Virginia Tech, JMU went 1nto 
mtermission with JUSt a 1-0 
advantage. 
" I thought we created a lot of 
opponunities [10 the first half]," JMU 
head coach Dave Lombardo said. 
"They played decent defense, (but) 
we needed that extra effon to get into 
the box and finish some. We made 
those adjustments at halftime, and 
(there was) a difference.'' 
The adjustments Lombardo 
referred to was involving more 
players in the attack, which ~emed 
to give JMU a numbers advantage 
around the baJI exh time. 
The result was the Dukes' second 
goat. With 2LSO left to play, senior 
midfielder Samantha Andersch lofted 
a ball that beat Tech's offs1de trap. 
Sophomore Therese Wolden ran onto 
the ball, nicked it by Handley aod 
neatly tucked 11 into the back of the 
net to give JMU a 2-0 edge. 
Not content with a two-goal 
margin, the Dukes continued to 
penetrate the Hokie's defense, testing 
Handley time after time With just · 
under nine minutes left on the clock, 
sophomore midfielder Lauren Strittl 
beat her defender down the left flank 
and set up Palmacc1o perfectly for 
the game's final score- a low, hard 
drive that passed under Handley's 
ann and into the goal. 
"We played very well," Palmaccio 
said. "We knocked the ball around a 
lot better, and we fini shed our 
chnnds, wh1ch is whar we haven't 
been doing lately." 
The loss dropped Virgmia Tech to 
8-9- 1 on the season. Despite the 
see ANAL£ page 27 
Jump. to Division 
1-A in future plans 
Still work to be done before JMU 
football switches from Division 1-AA 
by John M. Taylor 
assistant sports ~ditor 
W1th all of the recent talk of 
JMU'~ football program mal1ng the 
jump from Di vision I AA to 
DiVISIOn 1-A, one would th1nk a 
move IS nght around the corner. 
With someone wruung to "mply 
flip a .. witch. In reality. though, it j, 
a lot funher off. 
"To do it, you're looking at a 
period of lime. You can have the 
s tad1um , you have to build the 
attendance," Athletic D1rector Don 
Lemish ~id. 
Time and money is what .. rands 
in the way o f the Du"es and 
DI VISion 1-A competiti on. The 
Dukes currently play in Bndgeforth 
Stadium, which ~oea t\ 12.500 · 
Attendance IS down thi~; c;ea'lon 
from the last few, and the school 
mu st average 1·7,000 people per 
game over a four-year span in on.ler 
to move to Div1sion 1-A 
"Our emphas1s here has been 
trymg to build the auendance, and 
as we do that tr) and look. at 
expanding the MadJUm.'' Lem bh 
~a1d "W e certainl y thought we 
were on the right track w1th that. 
I've been a little dj~appointed this 
year with our numbers. but our 
numbers aren't that much d1fferent 
from the national trend. 
" Football and ba~ketball 
attendance numbers acros~ the 
country h~ve been gomg down the 
last three years, whtle ou r~ have 
been mcrea.,ing until thi!> ye~r. I'm 
concerned about that. .. 
EMILY ClULDRESSigrophic.r ~d1tor 
UMBC Retrie~ers down Dukes in a dog fight 
I by Dan Sullivan 
contributing writer 
A fe1 ty University of Maryland-Baltimore County volleyball 
team coupled with the sudden lo s of a JMU ~taner were too 
much for the DukCi to overcome. 
At Tuesday's matchup in SmclaJr Gymnasium~between the 
'"o non-conference opponents. UMBC won three m four games. 
15 8. 15-10, 7-15, IS-2. The loss was the Dukes' first at home 
tlu-; )ear, and dropped their overall record to 20-8. 
run after jumpina out to a 7-3 lead. 
"Our game plan was to key in on [JMU outside hitter Lindsay 
Collinawood)," UMBC head coach Calherine Lavery said. "We 
did a pretty good job. We also wanted to key in on (JMU right 
~uer Mandy Caner).'' 
Collingwood contributed 21 kills and 14 rugs for the Dukes, 
while Caner had II kills and th~ digs. 
UMBC never gave the Dukes a chance to extend their home 
unbeaten streak to six games. The Retrievers constantly strung 
together four or five points in a row throughout the entire match. 
flat out mental technical breakdown." 
Game three was a different story. JMU took a 9-6 lead and 
th1s ume was able to finish with a 15-7 win. The win gave the 
Dukes a hnle bit of momentum that looked as though it would 
carry over to game 4. However, that wasn' t the case - UMBC 
completely dommated the fourth contest. 
A kill by Collingwood gave the Dukes a quick 1-0 lead But 
that was the only point JMU would get until UMBC had made 
the core 14- 1, en route to a I 5-2 win. 
Lavery sajd. "We wanted to end that game as qu1ck as we 
could. One of our staners was real '"ick She was throwmg up 
there at the end." 
• 
"Honestly, this Is a match we win with our staning [seller] in 
there," JMU head coach Chris Beerman said. "We just had no 
rhythm out there at all." 
Sophomore setter Kari Kopnicky was unable to play in the 
conte\t because of an illness. She was replaced by sophomore 
Jnm1e Neitz, who finished the match with 42 sets and six digs. 
'To be honest, Jamie was a bit rusty out there," Beerman said. 
The second game was a perfect example. JMU took a quick 4-
1 lead behind the kills of Caner, but UMBC soon responded with 
nine unan~wered points. 
Lavery praised the UMBC offense: "Our serving aame was 
effective- we're a pretty good serving team, and that was a big 
plus for us today.'' 
Even when it ppeared as if the Dukes would make a run of 
their own, the Retrievers answered. 
When asked if he was dtsappointed in the way his team 
played, Beerman said, "I wasn't happy with the performance 
without our center [Kopmcky). They weren't ready for the -
change. The passing game was te:nible and rm just disappointed 
"But that isn't surprising because she has only played five out of 
95 games for us 1he entire season. 
"We didn't help her much," he said. 'The (setter) is like the 
quarterback in football and Jamie was put in a tough situation." 
In the first game, UMBC took an early 11-3 lead, which the 
Dukes were unable to overcome. The Retrievers went on a 4-0 
A Collingwood winner and two Mandy Carter kills put JMU 
within three at 10-7, but UMBC won five out of the next eight to 
clinch the second game. 
Carter .said of the Dukes' effort, "We just broke down 
technically. We knew commg in we would win, it was JUSt a 
that we didn' t respond to the adversity." 
The Dukes will next play at Towson State University Nov. 2. 
Beerman sa1d, "Basically, this is a much we need to foraet 
aboul We have two important conference matches coming up •• _ 
The Dukes will complete their regular season with home 
contests against the University of North Carohna-Wilmmgton 
Nov. 8 and Ea.'it Carolina University Nov. 9. 
- ·-----·--··· ·· ......... ·-·- -- ... . ------··. -· ........... . 
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Off and running 
Senior track standout Samantha Bates finally 
finding her niche on the cross country course 
by Drew Holloway 
conrributing-:w..;.;n;..;;·.;.;,e;.;.r __ _ 
Running at Haverford High 
School in Bryn Mawr, Pa., senior 
Samantha Bates specialized in shon 
track races. 
While Bates has continued to 
excel on the track as a member of the 
Dukes' women's track team, she is 
now also a consistent front-runner in 
thru-mtle cross country race .. 
Much of Bates's succes.'l this year 
i'i a result of an inJury-free summer 
of training. Throughout her years of 
running, Bates has hnd difficulty 
:.taying healthy during the summer 
and fall seasons. 
''I was able to train all summer for 
the first lime since the summer 
before my freshman year, .. Bates 
snid. "I've never felt as good heading 
into a cross country season.'' 
Women's ao;sistant coach Pat 
Henner said, "She is hmited in what 
she can do because of injuries. What 
she can do he does at I 00 percent." 
Bates now trains with the idea of 
qualily over quantity. This training 
method has kept her healthy and 
given her a new ou tlook on the 
grueling cross country races, she 
said. 
"I made a decision to enjoy it," 
Bates said. "I've taken my nervous 
energy and' made it excitement. I'm 
having a great time competing." 
For Bates, a successful cross 
country \eason i. the foundation for 
success on the track in winter and 
pring. 
'The good track runners (800· and 
I 500-meter runners] run cros!i 
country. •nd they run tt well," 
women's head coach Gwen Harris 
said. 
Henner s:ud, "To run good on the 
track you have to run good in cro!.S 
country They complement each 
other" 
The way the cross country ~awn 
has gone for Bate.~. she could record 
personal best performances in both 
cross country and track thi'i year. 
This fall, Bates has fini shed in the 
top five in each of the three meets 
she has entered. Bates was the 
Dukes' top finisher at the University 
of Virginia, University of Maryland 
and Auburn Univer~ity invitational 
meets. 
The front -running Bates has 
provided leadership for a young 
team. 
"She tS a tremendous role-model," 
Harris said. "She works very hard 
and puts everything into whatever 
she does." 
Henner satd, "Every day she 
comes down and has a good practtce 
or a good race. She is very supponive 
of the other girls. She encouragel'i 
them to do their be~>L" 
Sophomore Bethany Eigel said, 
"She has helped me step it up to 
another level. Everyone really 
re~pects her. which brtng-. the team 
together." 
Bates and her teammate hope to 
work together in defending their 
1995 Colonial Athletic Auociauon 
Champtonship title this weekend in 
Greenville. N.C. 
"Team-wise. we have htgh 
hopes," Bates saJd "lndtvtdually. I'd 
like to hang with the leaders and try 
to wm." 
Harris s1ud, "It will be a challenge 
for u'\ We can and hould do an 
excellent job. Everyone from runner 
one to 12 will have to step up and 
take rellponstbility."' 
The men' s cross-country team 
will alo;o need strong performances 
from the middle pack in order to 
dethrone CAA riva l College of 
William & Mary. 
However. the conference meet 
will also mark the first time thi1> year 
the team's top runner have 
panicipated in the same competition. 
Regardless, Henner and the Dukes 
are optomtsttc of their chances 
"Jf we run well we have a good 
shot at winning it," Henner snid "We 
have to run our own race and take 
care of what we can do." 
For both teams, a conrerence 
championship and imprel.sive 
performance at the NCAA Region II 
and IC4A meet in Boston Nov 16 
could mean a trip to the NCAA 
Championships in Tempe, Artz .• 
Nov. 25. 
~. 
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Future ~ 
continued from pafe-;2;;3---------------------------=---------------------------_:. 
THE PLAN 
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
told WSV A radao dunng halftime of 
the College of Wilham & Mary game 
Oct. 12 that JMU i\ simply planning 
for the future. 
"What we want to do i$ get 
C\'Crything in place - the plan' for 
the .. tadium. the plano, for fundmg the 
~cholar.,hapll, the plans for funding 
other programs, the expansion of 
programs perhup' in softball and 
men·~ lncro,'le." Carrier \illd "That 
tul..e'> careful planning an term\ of 
where resources nre going to come 
from. where the plnym£ fields are 
£lHng to come from." 
While JMU doe~n'l have 3 new 
\t<u.hum or yet have the attendance, il 
doe' hnve a plan in motion , JMU 
otnnounced a long -range planning 
committee about a month ago. 
"We will be developing a 'lpecafic 
plan ... Lemi'h 'aid. " In our ~tr.uegic 
plan. we o;aid we wanted to look at 
going I·A in football, and we wanted 
to do ce rtaan thing~. i.nclud ing 
'tadium expansion. So this i'l ju\1 the 
ne't step." 
The committee ha' five 
,ubcommittees: facilities and .space, 
programs and conferences, media 
;tnd exposure, finance and co:.LC~, and 
academic quality and suppon. 
"We will take a comprehensive 
look at where we are and begin to 
posalaon ourselves so thai if an 
opportunity come' along we can't 
~ay ·we aren't ready."' Carrier satd 
One school that moved up to 
Divasion I A this season as the 
Univerliaty of Central Florida. The 
Orlando university formed its 
t:ommiuee in 1991, eying the Jump as 
a long-term objective. According to 
Athletic Oarector Steve Sloan, they 
qualified in 199-' but decided to wait 
until 1996 to begin play. 
Cen tral Florida had one huge 
benefit JMU doe n't have: a ~tadium 
that 'eats 72,000. It plays in the 
Aorida Citrus Bowl in Orlando. 
The Knights also didn't have to 
'pend any additional mqney because 
they covered the move with money 
made from guaranteed games. That 
fundang covered the increased 
scholarships, solaraes and additional 
personnel neces!'lary when a program 
moves to DIVISIOn 1-A. 
"The scholar$hip cost includes 
goang from 63 scholarships to 85 
~cholnr!>haps," L'!mtsh said. ··At some 
FJEI J) II<)( ·t,EY 
• p e a y 
Valhnova University Oct. 27, the 
field hockey team dropped one place 
an the "NCAA News Release" 
national ranking. 
The Dukes went from No. 15 to 
No. 16 heading into their Nov . 2 
contest against the University of 
North Carolina, the nation 's top-
mnked team. Thas wall be the regular 
sea.son finale for JMU ( 12-7), which 
lost to UNC 6-0 in its season-opener. 
The Dukes will panicipate in the 
Co lonaal Athletic A~socaation 
Tournament Nov. 8-10 in Norfolk 
point as you make that move, you 
have to pha.~ that in, so you're going 
to be in limbo in that proces~. You're 
going to be in a situation in which m 
phasing it in, you've got too many 
[scholarsh ip~). so you're going to 
have to be then declared Davisaon I · 
A. but you really aren't competing 
there )Ctand you wouldn' t be ahl<: to 
compete for n championship at I·AA 
either:· 
JM U sports anformntion director 
Gary Michael said. "That' s a big· 
tame commitment bccau\e you'n: 
talkmg about 20 more scholar~hips. 
You're talking a pretty sagn ificant 
amount of money." 
The tncreased number of 
sc holarshaps i ~ one of the more 
expcnsavc thing~ nbout the move, a,, 
well as being a ha nd rance on 
competitive balance It '~ al<;o 
necce:.ary to upgrade locker room 
facilities and hire more trnincrs and 
coaches. since more player.. are being 
brought in. 
Sloan pointed out some 'ipecial 
rules tlult can help a program \peed 
its move up the ladder. Central 
Florada didn't have the 17,000 
average per-game attendance over 
the four-year period. but it t.hd have a 
stadium that seats over 30,000 
Therefore, it only had to hove an 
average auendance of 17.000 for one 
year over a four-year period. 
"So unless your aLtendance IS 
uncommon. you are almost 
compelled to have 30,000 seats," · 
Sloan ~ajd, "You can see why - it's 
a lot easier to meet the criteria in one 
year than It is in four consecutjve." 
Some JMU administraton> think 
the money may come a lillie easier 
than others think. 
"We'll be going to 15.000 
students. Alumni now are getting into 
the middle ages, 40 and 50; they're 
beginning to accumulate a little 
money," Carrier o;aid. "And I told 
them [at the William & Mary game), 
there are two thangs they had to do -
they had to bring more people out 
with them and they have to give 
more money if we' re going to get in 
the position to do it." 
Yet, even the man who coaches 
the Dukes realiull that without the 
money. the plan won' t work. "You 
gotta have the money, plain and 
simple," JMU head football conch 
Alex Wood sa1d. 
Sloan indicated coming by the 
money at Division 1-A as easaer than 
After three straight losses. the 
Dukes are hoping to turn thangs 
around Nov. 2. against Mount Saint 
Mary's (Md.) College at Reservoir 
Street Field. 
The Dukes dropped to No. 20 in 
the Soccer America top 20 poll, wath 
losses to College of William & Mary. 
Florida International University and 
Butler University. ' 
The Dukes have three games 
remaining in the regular season, 
including two conference games 
against Old Dominion University and 
the University of R1chmond. 
Al.I.YSO"' 1101-T.Riltuff phntt'lgmphrr 
JMU needs to renovate Bridgeforth Stadium In order to Increase Its seatJ.ng to at least 30,000. 
rnnl.:ing money at JM U's current 1-
AA level . 
"When you're low 1-A - you 
charncteri7e 1-A as low, maddle and 
high - you're not really much 
different than i-AA, but you can get 
the guaranteed games,'' Sloan said. 
"Consequently you can fund your . 
program by playang teams that 
people Identify more with. There are 
benefits financially to being low 1-A 
u.s opposed to being 1-AA." 
Another huge obstacle is putung 
together a 1-A o;ched,ule. Sloan said 
during Central Florida 's movang 
proces.o;, making the schedule was the 
toughest part. 
"It '~> hard because you're not 1-A 
at the time," Sloan said . "Most of 
(the 1-A programs' ) contract. are 
written, ' lf "you become 1-A. th1s 
galfle will be played • Sometimes 
they won't take that chanct!." 
Joaning a conference upon 1-A 
declamuon is a big help in making a 
schedule, but that Isn't always 
guaranteed. Central Florida is one of 
the few independents left in 1-A. 
STAYING COMPETITIVE 
The linal obstacle as making the 
progrnm respectable when it becomes 
I A. This is difficult because of an 
Before the Dukes defeated 
Virganaa Tech 3-0 Tuesday , the 
Soccer Nf!ws and National Soccer 
Coaches Associataon of America 
~omen's college soccer polls ranked 
JMU No 17 in the country. 
ln the SocC'tr America top 20 poll, 
the Dukes remained in 19th, the spot 
they occupied last week. 
The Dukes host the College of 
William & Mary Nov. 3 in its final 
regular season game before the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament beg ins Nov. 6, in 
Wilmington, N.C. 
' 
anataal lack of fund' and e>.posure . 
Pluo;, the level of talent at the top 
level l'i con,iderably higher than that 
of I· AA. combined with the fact that 
the new teams will have to fnce many 
esla bli <>hed teams on the road in 
order to make schedules. 
"Usually when schools go from I 
AA to I·A, it 1s a Mrugglc.'' Wood 
said "I look. at North Texas State 
I don't think they' ve won but two 
games. and the year before they went 
1-A they were like 8-3, 7-4; they had 
so~ niC'e rccnrds. 
"Then tltcy start playing Texas 
A&M and those folk.~. and it makes a 
difference when you Mart pi a) ing 
tho'e folks week in and week out. 
you're ju'>t mal..ing that tmmition." 
JMU will have an acl"antage 
similar to that of Central Florida. 
which already has 'orne tough I·A 
competition in the 'tate. JMU i' in 
the proce~s of trying to get 
University of Virganaa back on the 
schedule by the end of the century. 
The Dukes will abo play a 01\ a'iaon 
1-A team next year, a.\ they travel to 
play Ball State UniveNty. 
According to the Knight~>' head 
foot ball coach Gene McDowell . 
playing tough opponents now will 
help in the long run. 
''I think os a team and a staff we 
Soccer 
continued from page 23 
three-goal difference, it wa~ u hard-
fought game, and Hokie's head coach 
Sam Okpodu was more than happy 
with his teams' .effort. 
''My girls played better than they 
have in the past weeks," Okpodu 
said. "They played hard enough to 
wm the game. JMU was just one l>lep 
quicker to the ball today." 
After the victory, the Dukes' 
players and conches couldn't help 
but look ahead to Saturday's key 
matchup w11h the College of 
Wilham &. Mary, a<; well as the 
following week 's conference 
are better prepared." McDowell '>Uid 
of Central Flonda 'The main thing 
we've come to renlite is that the 
biggc'lt dafference between divbion~ 
" the level of talent " 
With JM U's plan~ in the Jnatial 
stage. and with the nthl ctac 
department branching out in all of its 
sports as well a~ football. it's safe to 
say at wall stall be a number of years 
before the jump as made Cen tral 
Florida had the Citru 'i Bowl, and 1t 
Mall took five years before 11 felt it 
was ready Lemish chose not to say 
when he thought JMU would be able_ 
to JOin the Divasion 1-A rank.~. 
"That t!l hard to predict bccau-.c of 
the dominoes involved in somethang 
hk.e chis," Lema~h said . "I would hate 
to :-.ay because I think that would 
supersede the planning proce~s . By 
~aying that., we're k.and of forcing tile 
target on the commattee and group 
that's goang to be 1nvolved in thi ... 
And I think \\hat we're more 
interested an as. how do we po~i tion 
oursel\'c..., af the opportunity reveals 
il\elr?'' 
JMU' s pre'11dent agree\ "We' II 
have everything an line.'' Carrier .,._,d, 
"so that if that opportunity opens. 
we'll be ready, and we won't cut it 
off because we ha ven't clone 
planning." 
tournament in Wilmangton. N.C. 
"ll', going to be an interesting 
game [against Wilham & Mary!. it'' 
going to be tough," Palmaccio said. 
"Hopefully af we wan this, 11 wall 
gave us a good edge for the [CAI\J 
tournament and the po tSea on " 
As for the CAA tournament ll '>elf, 
Lombardo was upbeat about JMU'~ 
chance~ of repeaLing ao; wmners 
" I think the top three teams ore 
goang to be us. George Mason and 
William & Mary.'' Lombardo said. 
''One of those three will emerge -
we hope it's us." 
----------------------------------------------~~ · Sports Weekend: Home Events 
Men's Soccer: Mt. St. Mary's; Nov. 2 
Women's Soccer: W&M; Nov. 3 
Football: Northeastern; Nov. 2 
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FACULTY & STAFF 
• 
#18 JMU FOOTBALL NEEDS YOU! 
Your Dukes are battling for an NCAA 
· post season play-off game. 
Game Sponsored By: . 
~ . 
. ( ,· 
SERVING TWO STATES. 
VIRGINIA AND EXCELLENCE. 
Member FDIC 
\Ve 11eed \'our ... 
stiJlJl<lt~t tl1is Se:lttJt·(le:t~ · 
e:ts tl1e N <> t~thee:1ste•·t1 
H tiskies e11tet~ 
Bt·idgefortll Sta(litll11 
cl t I Jl .111. 
Festi,rities llegitl (lt 
tl1e (;o(),,·itl I~~icl(l 
~_,esti,·e:ll clt II c:l.Jll. 
tltltil kick-<lff- 11~()()(1~ 




Last week ....... _ ............ 7-4 
Season total.. ............... 63-36-0 




And this week's winner of the Jerry vs. Sma Pidcs of the Wedc m:w:hup is ... the homeboy 
himldf. jerry Nirdrialek He playaf his AFC East cards c:om:cdy by choosing the Paaioa aver 
tht Bells. which w.as the only difRring pick jerry and Soou had last wedcmd. With tbe New 
Fngllnd win. Jcny is now twO pnt.s ahead of his editor -not a huge lead by any means, but a 
liale more mmbuble than tht not-10-CUSbiooy same differern of a~ ago. ~ 
Then, chen: an: the smglers. Pete, last year's Pida champion, has shown some life in the last 
kw wedcs arm geaing off to a slow statt, un.lilce last year ~ he had an tafy bd and hdd it. 




Monday Nite Football Specials Including 
15¢ wings and FREE Pool 
I 
Ladies Specials 8- 9! No Cover! 
JMU22807 
Same Special New Time 
7 - 8 prn then 8 - 9 pm 
I Beat The Clock I 
Specials Start at4 pm! 
15¢ Wings 
Come Watch Your Favorite Football 
Squad On One Of Our 10 T.V.'s 
43-DUKES 
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pdcing apnsr tht Skins and choo&ing UNC evay Mdc those teuns make an appearance. john 
is baldy alive at one ~game aver .5()0. He was teen calling Hillary Ointon's psychic fur bdp 
on his pidcs this wedcs. who helped him oonaa Jimmy tbe Greek through a seance . . . And 
tbcre it is-our graruitous poliOcal ia'"u:oJa: r1 the week 
Who is that nwbd woman? Wby, it's none ocher than 8rr!'I!N copy cdiror Becky MuJlisan. 
Bedcy is still learning when it comes to spons - the tam she most recmdy ~ was "api-
ta.lizJe." She's getting beatt - she made a joke to Scoa using !he term "mnvert" yesterday. She 
should be able to capit:ilize on the inc:pQtude of her oo-panelists and bave a winning week. 
I 
Now oN $AtE AT PtAN 9.' 
, . {e \s peachY 
l(orn • '"'\ 
r----------------, I 
l PLAN 9 PAYS 
I 




l USED CDS! 
I 
L-----------~----~ 
1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center) 
Mon.·Sat. 10 AM · 9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-9999 
•3•0-T.hu• r•sd.ay•.•O•c•t. •3•1 .• 1.99•6-T•H•E•H•R•E•E•Z•E----~ c () MI c s 1-------------------
Hepatica \Mike Earls 
TRICK OR. 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
Here On Planet Earth \Scott TrobaugiJ 
8o/f8tF, r 1ilt!IK /M 
Al:>l>tcreo -ro "?H& 
"''ISCOV~y' CI/II#NGJ.:• 
r A~ 1/CKF :£~ -ri~JJ-1' 
C4mvA~ 15Y A SI/IAJ A!01Jr 
AN .4#/Ni l. r·w-H~ Jlsfi(D 
CF -niAr c;Nt-Y uver IN A 
®~ 7JI~~r 1't1. ~~~~.r ~ 
Vrstrl 




Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z 
I -
~Y,STII,f.lFACEI SOME 
PJII:LoSoPUER5 USE TUl: 
EXAMPtE or: AJJ "eVIL 
~EpiU.5 '' MMJIPULATIJJ6 
w J.4AT we PE~CEIVE. Hew 
1-=~=::£:::~ c.AJJ \AJ E BE $\I~ E D t= 
AIJYTI-l/IJG? 
k:::=l 'Jb,I'~E fiGHT. T Ue 
{:,EIJilJ$ MUST 6E. 
SloPf>EP .. 1:T iS ~ 







UNC 11M • ..,._, Spacious, 
tiVM bedroom epartment on two 
Mas 8lllli&lble Jln. 1 on Fr1nklon 
Street. Call ~IlTle 432-397~. 
2 1ft Al'f - Old South Hill". Hute 
bedrooms. $4At0 month 574 . 
6064. 
Walnut lAne S Bit located 1/2 
block from JMU. e mo .• ~ mo., 
year leases available. 
Wesher/dryer, No Pets. Lease 
bealns Jan 1 . Pleese cell 434· 
7374 and ask tor JeM1f81', 
344 Orao. lt. lftd 780-C Wllnvt 
Lane 1 BR epts Located 1/2 
block from JMU . 6 mo., 9 mo .. 
year teases evalleble bealnnlna 
Jan. 1 1360 for year loose. C.ll 
434-7374 end uk lor Jennifer. 
1outt1 ~ ~IM!ttl need 3 to 
sublease Sprlna ·~7 . w. o. Own 
Bathroom. No Water Stll. Welk-In 
Closet. Call Chr ... Jason or Jeff at 
432-6189. 
Subfe ... : Need a Piece to Uve 
Sprtnc Semnter? One bedroom, 
furntshed, three female 
roommateS'. Ashby Crosslna 
Aper1mln1S, call 564-1991. 
One BedroOIIt ApartMent near 
JMU. on bus route. Cal !ie4-1421. 
FOR SALE 
Maalc, Star Wars, Iter Trek -
Baseball, Buketball, Football, 
Hockey. Buyln&/Sellln& spor\s, 
non·sports cards. Dukes 
Sportscerda, 1427 South Ma1n. 
Next to 7·11. 433-0UKE 
Seized care froM 1171 -
Porsches. Cadllllcs. Chevys, 
BMWs, Corvettes . Also Jeeps, 
4WOs. Your area. Toll free, 
(800)898 9778, ext. A 3727 for 
current flail~. 
HO!Miwewlfll, vinolech supplies. 
Mans. hOps. yeasts. Ke&erators. 
52 E Market St. 432-6799 
Sofaa, ctlalra, 111attrenea, 
furniture, Gilt & Thrtft, 227 N. 
Mean. 
Great Car for ••••· tt, 
Oldsmobile Cutluss 1973, Great 
Condition. Call 432-9917. 
Apple flo~. Color Prtnter. 
Modem. COrom. ect. For Sale. CaD 
432·9917. 
Cr .. t Prlcea New Hondas . 
Harrlsonbur& Honda on the Net. 
http;/ /hOml.fiCI.neVchuckwAINitf\s. 
Oak Profa Deale from Madtson 
Colte&e. 60x.30x29. 1300. 40 ftle 
cebinet. paperbacks, kitchen 
ltPPIIIn .. m~Setll. houlehold, eome 
COIIectl>les. 234-8234 1M1'1&•1. 
1111 Jeatt w~ • cyt .• s slid .• 
tm/fm/~. PS/P8, 23, 000 m1 
Jay 896-7491. • 
WILDERNESS VOYAQ£1tS' 
IIQQfiT SALE OF THE YUIU 
Tomorrow, Sat .. Sun. Gear up for 
tow temperatures at even tower 
price-' 434-7234. 
Loft For Sale - Brand new. 
reasonable pnce negotllble. Must 
be sold before spfln& semeater 
.t578<4 Mariah. 
Vollulwacen Paallt 1990 DOHC 
16V $6,200. Call 574-4294 or e 
ma•l ISSELEX or HARTMAMW 
Color TV 17 ln .. $150. VGA 
Monitor 14 ln .• 102• • 768 Nl, 
1120. Vacuum Cleaner, S30. 
Motorcycle Helmet. S150 . Call 
Euuhard 574 429• or e -mail 
ISSaEX or HARTMAMW 
HELP WANTED 
Nlltlonal Partts Htrtnc • Posttions 
are now avatlable at National 
Plrks. Forests and Wtldhle 
Preserves. Excellent benefits + 
bonuses! Cell 1·206-971·3620 ext. 
N53257. 
$1, 750 WMkly possible mathn& 
our circulars For tnro call 
(202)2981335. 
lprln& Break '97 - Earn c .. tll 
Ht&hest commissions/lowest 
prtceal Tra\lel free on only 13 
sales I Free lnfol Sunsplash, 
(800)426-7710. 
www.sunsplashtours.corn 
£ncllall Teachers Needect Allroedl 
Teach conversational English In 
PTque, Budapest or KrakOW. No 
teachln& certificate or European 
tanaueaoa reQuired. 1noapenslve 
Room & Board + other benohts. 
for details: (206)971·3680 
extK53258 
Cruise Stllps Hlrtnc • Earn up to 
12.000+/month. World travel. 
Seasonal end fuiJ.tfme positions. 
No experience necessary. For 
tnfOfmattOn call 1·206-971·3550 
ext. C532258. • 
lntonutt.lonal Eftlploymeet • Eam 
up to $25-S45/h0Ur t~ basiC 
conwtfsauonal En&llsh In Japan. 
Taiwan or S. Korea. No teachang 
back&round or Asaan lanauaaes 
required. for lntormataon, call 206-





CaftCUI a J-.tca "" 
'-'-• aty a o.,teu u.u 
--~.c.om 
(100)17N3M 
Mall Is the t1me to call lelaure 
Tours ond aet frH InformatiOn for 
SD!!OI Break Pock•lct to South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica and 
norida. Reps Ne«<ecc ••• Travel 
free and eam comm11110nss. 800-
838-8203. 
Earn MONEY and FREE TAIPSII 
IndiViduals and aroups wanted to 
Jl(Omote Sptanl Bteokll Call Inter· 
Campus Proarams at HI00-327· 
6013 or http.//www.lcll(.com 
F'uiJ.tlmo Gr.tu.te ~~~~ 
Available Sprlna anCI Summer, 
1997 to students majorlna In 
Special Education (EO). Muat 
meet James Madison Unt~~ers1ty 
Graduate SChool requirement~ . 
Call Dr. Dave Herr at (540>-JMU. 
6780 
EARN $500 or mora weekly 
stutra,. emelopes at home. Send 
ton& SASE to : Country llvtna 
Shoppers, Dept. M18, P.O. Box 
1779. Denham Sprtn&s. LA 
70727. 
Cupenter - to do occaafonal 
repairs 13068. 
WANTED 
Depenclebte Baabyllltter Wanted In 
my home 3 ·6 p .m. spprox. 15 
hours week 564·2432. 1189 
Pordland Drrve. Harnsonbur&, vo. 
Dance ln1tructor - position 
available ror sprlna semester Jan. • 
1!S. Expenenc:o Jl(eferred. Call for 
lntlt\llew 433-7127 or 234-8317. 
Adoption: Young, happily 
marned couple who cannot 
have chtldren WIShes to adopt 
baby. Will share photos, letters 
as child grows. 1f desired. Will 
pay medtcat, legal expenses. 
Mtriam end Jeff. 1·800·484· 
3253, Code 3103. 
ADOPTION: Young, childless 
couple seeks tnfint to love 
and nurture. Happ.ly mamed. 
HuSband is a teacher, wtfe Is 
a children's book writer. 
Please call Oonna & Tom. 1· 
8~971. Give operator 
secunty code 5155. 
MADISON UN I VERSITY 
Want to learn html, develop 
on-line graphics or help create 
an interactive website? 
Br~ezeNet, the electronic version of The Breeze, is looking for 
people to help with production and design. Everyone is 
welcome and training will be provided. Stop by The Breeze , in 
the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, Stinday or Wednesday 
nights at 10 p . m. For more info, contact Roger Wollenberg at 
x6127 or send e-mail to the_breeze@jmu.edu. 
Get caught in the Net- BreezeNet 
http://breeze.jmu.edu 
LOST & FOUND 
FilUM Hart art Ant v .. Fun Feet 
Blue Cordorory Nike Hat. Call usa 
Horsch l282S. 
SERVICES 
National DJ Connection for any 
occasion. NaUonally recoanlzed 
(OJCONNECT.aol.eom) •3J.0360 
Aclo9tJOn;CbooM U.l Professional 
mamed couple has Iovan& home. 
secure life wOJtlna for your baby. 
Coli Ctlrte/~11..aoc>l27-461.1. 
Your &•fl. our tteaSUI'e Let's help 
eactt other. Thanks. 
CtMck out the new Arc.de 
GM\OS In tiM Comer Pocket I 
Kmg of Fighters, Samurai 
Show(3own II, and Crulsfn ' 
USA. Also, a new Fussball 
Tablet 
Attentlon all atucSontal Granu and 
scholarships evatlable from 
sponsors' No repayments. e11er! 
sss Cash for eottege sss For Into, 
(800)243-2435. 
TRAV£1.,1STUDY: FRANCE/ITALY 
May S.26 - 3 cred•ts 
PARISCHATEAUX~MERA VENICE· 
A..ORENC£~ 
lnfonMt!on: Or. Hamlet-Mell 
l<eezell42111.6069 e-metl: 
HAMl.ETMXIIJMU .EOU 
lowest Prlcoel Imprinted 
sportwear, promotional ttems. etc 
Campw Cuatorn Reaowcoe Unltd. 
433-3734 or ~.net 
,1,000s Poselble Typln& Part 
Ttme At Home Toll Free (1) 8()0. 




9 a.m. • 11 p.m. 
Sun. Nov. 3-
9 a.m. • 11 p.m. 
Snacks, Groceries, 
Drinks, Balloons, 
Aowers and morel 
I 
THE BREEZE Thursday, Oct. 31, t 996 31 
U .OOOa Poealble It_., Boob. 
Pan Ttme. At Home. TOll Free (1) 
800·218 9000 e•t. T· 3727 ror 
Ill~ 
Lata NIIIM lt~tcly leulon? STAY 
AWAKEJ All natural. doctor 
recommendeCI herbal be¥era&e 
promotes alertness end 
concentratton ~t thrOUJ'l the day 
after that ail n•ghterl Money back 
auaranteel Call Aob 432-9333. 
SPRING BREAK 
Sf'ftiNQ 11MAA PARTY TRIP 
IALU • Eom FREE VACATIONS 
and GREAT COMMISSIONS selling 
trtps to Florida's most popular 
resorts! Travel Assoctaltes. a 
leader tn coltearate tnwel since 
1979 rxovldes full matlleuna 
eupporc. For mere Information call 
Stave a! 1800)998-8687. 
sprtnc Break Panwna Cltyl 
BoordYwatk Beoc:h Rosortl Be•t 
Hotel, l~ton. Prtcet 7 Nights 
$1291 Oaytor.. · Best Location 






6 Days $2791 
Includes all Meals, Free 
Parties, Taxes! Great 
Beaches & Nightlife! 




Cancun & Jamaica 
Spring Break 
Specials! 
7 Nights Air & Hotel From 
$3991 Pnces Increase 
Soon - Save $50! Save 
$150 of Food, Dnnks & 
Free Parties! 





SPRING.BMAK 't7'1 Cencun. 
BahamBS • .limatea a. Ronda. .. 
Campus ReP5 & Group O,.,anazers 
EAR,_. FREE TRIPS & CASH ... Call 
us today 1-80().700-0790. 
Sprtnc Break '97 
loweS( pnces to 
Flonda. Jama.c;a, Caneun. 
Bal\amas & Camtval Cruises 
Earn Free Trtps & CaSh! 
Endless Summor Tour• 
(800)234-7007 or Call Stecy, 
Krrstre & Oebbll (540) 4330811. 
PERSONALS 
Attention Student•: Sllow your 
JMU 10 and &et 1m. OFF on fish 
and ftsh supplies at SviY!a·a Poll. 
433-2124 
friendly, Fun Poreon to share 
NICE apartment, Deta•ls call 432 • 
1523. 
Kyml G. - Keep &olna. you're 
halfwa)' there. Good Luck! love, 
your bigs M Pht Chi Theta. -
Freshman Parents' 
Weekend: 
Bed and Breakfast in 
faculty home next to 
campus Call 434-0670 
for more Information. 
Her Slloo111 Get off tnet walker 
soon and statt partY'n&l AX Class. 
Attention Commuters: Wampler 
male room available for Spnng 
'97 Call Scott Oeyo, 568--7774 
VIcki A,_enbrtCbtll 
Tooay·s tne day wnen you find out 
who )'OUr ~xe bl& bro's arell we 
can't wa•t .to surprise you, cause 
you'll rte\ler &uess .,..howe are!l 
Low, Your Sectot lilt Bro'e 
Brown Bac Series : Women ' s 
Issues Across Culrures. Women' s 
Resource Center. Thursdays . 
12:15-1.15 p.m .. Taylor, rm, 200. 
Toplacae~allln 
Be.,_,., plene como 
to The Bteeze otrtce in the ~ 
basement of Anthon)' Seecen-tatt. 
weekdays from 8a m .·5 p m 
Classified ads cost S2.50 tor tne 
first ten words, and S2.00 for • 
each addliiOnal ten woros. Boxed 















ROASTED GARLIC BAKED INTO OUR CLASSIC HAND TOSSEq DOUGH .... PARMES~N 
CRUNCHIES SPRINKLED AROUND THE EDGE FOR A RICH & TtSTY Bl-END OF GARLIC 
AND SEASONINGS IN EVERY BITE CALL NOW TO GET YOURSil 
r-!)!············· 
[ X-WGE DEAL l 








I Order Your Favorite 12" 
IC 
; : Super Sub, Chips & a Coke 
~ : 6 99 
>. ·• • i I '. . No co•po• •cccHary 
:; ·---------------..c .... 
'" ' 0') 
. 
A \1" • 
-(;iiii.PiNiCj)1 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA : 
& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks I - - I 
7 99 : • I I _______________ ., 
f(HEEZZTICKSJ 
1 6 CHEEZZTICKS : 
•/sauce! : 
5 99 : 
• No <o•~• "'"'"~ : _______________ .. 
--·- ~~ ~ 
